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An important application of ultrafiiters is in the uitraproduct construction in model theory. 
In this paper we study uitraproducts of countable structures, whose universe we assume is w, 
using uitrafiiters on a countable index set, which we also assume to be o. Many of the 
properties of the ultraproduct are in fact inherent properties of the ultrafilter. For example, if 
we take a sequence of countable linear orders without maximal element, then their 
uhraproduct wili have no maximal element, and we can ask what its cofinaiity is. This cardinai 
depends only on the uitrafiiter; it does not depend on what linear orders comprise the factors. 
* The results in this paper are taken from the author’s 
Andreas Blass, to whom the author is deeply grateful. 
Ph.D. thesis, written under the supervision of 
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There are other cardinals which we may associate to an ultrafilter which are related to the 
ultraproducts it forms. We examine ultrafilters by analyzing these cardinals and other 
properties of their ultraproducts. 
Although the motivation for this study is model-theoretic, the problems we are considering 
are essentially set-theoretic. For example, the Continuum Hypothesis (CH) provides us with 
fairly simple answers to the questions we are considering. Under CH, all countable 
ultraproducts are isomorphic (provided the language is countable), and it is fairly easy to 
analyze their common structure. We therefore consider models of set theory in which CH fails. 
In this thesis, we will concentrate primarily on the models obtained by adding Cohen reals or 
random reals to a model of set theory which satisfies the General Continuum Hypothesis. 
In Chapter 1 we provide definitions and other background material, including the statement 
of the questions we will consider. In Chapter 2, we make some general observations about the 
structure of ultraproducts in the absence of CH. Here we do not explicitly assunie that CH 
fails; indeed most of the results in this chapter would be trivially true if CH holds. Much of the 
material of this chapter is not original research, but is additional background material which 
belongs to the 'folklore' of the subject. Two exceptions to this are the results in the sections 'A 
general coinitiality result' and 'Ultrafilters and inner models'. 
Chapters 3 and 4 contain most of our original results. Chapter 3 discusses the model-
theoretic properties of ultrafilters in the Cohen model. Chapter 4 analyzes the random real 
model. In general terms, the Cohen models contains ultrafilters whose ultraproducts satisfy 
almost any reasonable, prescribed property. In the random real model, however, there are 
more limitations on the structure of countable ultraproducts. We establish some of these 
limitations, and construct ultraproducts with prescribed properties not prohibited by the 
limitations. 
Chapter 1: Introduction 
. In this chapter, we will explain the notation and definitions which will be used 
throughout this paper. We will follow throughout the convention of italicizing a 
concept being defined. Also in this chapter we will state some of the basic facts 
about ultrafilters, model theory, and set theory which will be needed in later 
chapters. All of our theorems will be proved in the set theory of Zermelo-
Fraenkel plus the Axiom of Choice (ZFC). If any additional assumptions are 
needed in the proof of a theorem, they will be explicitly stated in the hypothesis. 
1.1. Logical conventions 
If S'l is a structure, 8(xo, XII ••• , xn) is a formula; and 'ao, at, ... , an are 
elements of S'l, we will write 
S'll: 8[ao, aI' ... , an] 
to indicate that the formula 8 is satisfied in S'l by the elements aQ • ••• , an' 
Similarly if g is a theory, we write S'll: 5' to indicate that S'l is a model of 5'. We 
write fj I: 8 to indicate that e is valid in all the models of fj. We use V and 3 for 
the universal and existential quantifiers, respectively .• will be the negation 
symbol, and & will be the conjunction symbol. Of course, we will often use a / 
through a predicate symbol to denote its negation, so that x ft y is 'x E y. If P is a 
unary predicate, we will sometimes write X E P for P(x}. If S'l is a structure for a 
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language 9, and R is a predicate of 9?, we write R&for the interpretation of R in 
sQ. kmilarly for funtion symbols F of 9” F” denotes the interpretation of F in 
&.Awillbetheuniverseof&. WewillsaythatasubsetBofAis&&&eSfor 
someformula@andsomeparrneterpEA, B={uE& &@(a,p)}. 
1.2 Sets, maps, ordinals and cardinals 
An oniinal is, as usual, a transitive set of transitive sets. Ordinals will be 
denoted by lower-case greek letters IW, j3, t, K, etc. If X is a set of ordinals, then 
sup+ X is the least ordinal strictly bigger than all the elements of X. 
A car&d is an ordinal which cannot be put into one-to-one correspondence 
with one of its members. The uz&&@ of a set A, denoted by IAI, is the unique 
cardinal which can be placed_ in one-to-one correspondence with A. The i&rite 
cardinals will be denoted by oo, ol, o 2P etc. 0, is the cwth cardinal. o. will 
usually be written as 0; this is the set of natural numbers (0, 1,2,. . .}. 
If A, B are sets, ‘!A is the set of maps from B into A. We write A c_ B to 
indicate that A is a subset of B. P(A) is power-set of A, (B 1 B c A}. If K is a 
cardinal, we write 5!-(A) for {B E P(A): lBl< K}. If g E BA and D s B, then 
g 1 D is the restriction of g to D. B - A wiU be the relative complement of A in B, 
whichis{6~B~b$A}.WhenAisasubsetofo,wewillrefertoo-Asimply 
asthecomplementofA.IfA-Bisfinite,wesayAis&zo~G&&~inB. We 
also describe this situation by saying that A is ulmost a subset of B. If the 
intersection of A and B is finite, we say A is almost &joint from B. c is 
liP( = [%I, and will be called the cardinal of the cotinuum. The word %a2 
will denote an element of % unless otherwise stated. Occasionally we shall use 
the word ‘real’ to denote elements of the Euclidean line, which is denoted by R. 
A x B is the Cartesian product of A and B. 
Of the usually synonymous words ‘map’ and ‘function’, we will use the term 
‘function’ to refer exclusively to functions whose domain is “w, for some n E o, 
and whose range is a subset of o. A function will be understood to be unary 
unless otherwise stated. We will use the term ‘map’ to refer to arbitrary maps. 
Hence in our terminology, the class of maps properly includes the class of 
functions. 
If f is a map, f”A is the image of A under f, V(Q) 1 a EA}. f-‘(x) is 
{a I f(u) = xl}. If k E 0, we say f is k-to-one 8 If-‘(x)1 6 k for al x. We say f is 
#nite-to-one i# f -l(x) is finite for all x. 
1.3. Ultrafilters, ultraproducts, and full arithmetic 
JT is standard structure for full arithmetic: o together with all flnitary functions 
and relations of o. The theory of JV will be called the theory of full arithmetic, 
and referred to as ZFJ& .Z& will denote the l&guage of full arithmetic. 
A family 9’ of subsets of o is said to have the finite intersection property (FIP) 
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S every finite suu fkom 9 has nonempty intersection. An uk@er on @ is 
afQmilyofsubsetsofa,whichismaximalwithrespecttotheFIP.Throughout 
this r, the word %hraf&er’ will refer exclusively to an ultra6lter on cu. The 
&aiHter, then fk~r any subset A of cu, either it or its complement @ -A is in 9. 
It is an ‘sLemmathatanyf&milyofsetswiththeFIP 
maybe 
l&aMers are closed under superset and under finite intersection. Also, if E is 
aliniteunionofsets~,A1,..., A, md E is in an ultrafilter 61, then at least one 
of the A& will be in 9. If the A;s are pairwk disjoint, then exactly one of them 
is prindpal B it contains a singleton {k}. This is equivalent 
to . Otherwise * is non-principal. The phrase ‘non-principal 
t&af&& will be abbreviated nptg. Note that an ultrafilter is non-principal Sf it 
m-A is fmite. 
a non-prkipal ultrafilter on a~, and a sequence (J& 1 n E cu) of 
of !M we may km the structure *-Prod&, which is called the 
of the Jd, over Get. We let A” be the set of maps f from CO into the 
u&n of the A,, such that VH E o, f(n) EA,. From the universe, of *-Prod J&, 
we take eqkhxux classes of maps in A” where f and g are taken to be 
equkalent iff (n :3& RF(n) = g(n)} E a. [f]q_-dm will denote the equivalence 
class off under this equkalence relation. We will write v]* for We_MN. We 
will often drop the subscript * or Q-Prod #., when it is clear from the context. If 
R is any n-place relation on o, and if F is any funtion from %CB to OI we define 
their interpretations in the ultraproducts R*--* and pm-** by 
When all the J& are equal to a fixed structure d, we call the ultraproduct 
*-Prod& the z&qower of d over a. We will be primarily interested in 
ultrapowers of the standard structure N. When we refer to the ultraproduct of 9, 
we understand this to be the structure %&IX,! JV. If f E “0, we write v]e for the 
-Prod JT. If .S? is any sublanguage of S&, we will write 
duct of Q&Prod N. This paper will primarily deal with 
-Prod(c~, C) and (!Wrod(o, +, *), where < is the standard order 
on o, and + and * are addition and multiplication, respectively. 
It is easy to check that Rer-proadn and F*eMdm are well-defined. The properties 
of ultrafilters may be used to establish: 
If we are considering the ultraproduct cp1_prodJV, we will often write 
%b @(f,,fi, . . . , fi) to indicate that %-Prod ~0 @(lfO], ifi], . . . , IfA]), which is 
equivalent to {m 1 @(fo(m) , . . . , J&n)) holds} E B. We say that a sentence of $kt# 
MiMBitistruein~ 
Us's Theorem has several immediate consequences. First if we identify the 
natural number n with the &equivalence class of the constant function n, we see 
that JV is an elementary substructure of &prod~V, which will therefore be a 
model of 3M. Any model of 3M will contain (an isomorphic copy of) JV as an 
elementary substructure. Hence JV will be an initial segment of each model of 
3M. Its members will be called the standard elements of the model; other 
elements will be called non-stwbd. Hereafter we will often use a single symbol 
R to designate a relation on o, the corresponding symbol in Z&, and its 
interpretation in a given model of ZEJ& Similar conventions apply to function 
symbols. This results in no confusion as N is an elementary substructure of the 
model. 
Let id denote the identity function. Then observe that in every ultraproduct 
‘%l-prod~K Gfl(~ =f([idl& f or any function fi % is non-principal iff [id]* is 
non&andard. 
For each n, fix once and for all a bijection ( )” fkom “o onto o. Then ( )” will 
be a function symbol of 36s& and the statement that it designates a bijection is a 
theorem of 9.A Hence we have sequence-coding within 9&Q. The only 
restrictions that we impose on ( )” are that it be monotone increasing in each 
argument and that it be defined in an absolute way, so that it will exist in all 
standarA models of ZFC. We will usually not write the IC in ( )“, since it will be 
clear from the context what n must be. Thus (a, b) denotes (a, b)2, (a, 6, c) 
denotes (a, b, c)~, etc. 
If p,q are any elements of a model SB of SW, we say that p and q are in the 
same gukyl iff the absolute value of their difference lp - qI is a standard 
element of J& The galaxies of a model form a partition of its universe; hence this 
defines an equivalence relation. Also if & is a model of Z$!, its galaxies are 
linearly ordered by c + We will write p CC& q to indicate that p is in a lower 
galaxy of & than q. When % is an ultrafilter, we will write f<<Q g to abbreviate 
VI% =&Rodx 1&f- 
One important property of 9&Z is the least number principle. This says that 
nonempty definable subsets of 9& models have least elements. This implies that 
all bounded definable subsets have maximal elements. We will refey to both of 
these principles as the least number principle, which we state below. 
Least Number Principle. Let d b %I and let B be a nonempty dejinable subset of 
A. Then3b~BVb’~Bb~b’.Ak!so, if%EAVbEBb6c, then3cEBVbEB 
b SC. 
1 Our astronomy is due to Fbitz, in [16] and [17). 
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Note that -M is Sk&m tkeory. Hence if d is a model of 3M and B is a 
of J#, then 3 is au elementary subs@ucturq. Heuce one way to 
Of~~iStOStarfwitha~~tBofamodel~~dciloseitunder 
of Y&d as interpreted in AIL We $8~ that the model fhmed in 
this way is v by B and denote it by qB]. If a is an eliment from 59, we 
write flu) for .#[@}I. Note that since VI* =f([id]*). h 
&mextfiection,wewiUexamine istructures of ultrapowers 
1.4. lk Rudih-KM o&et 
If p is an element of , we let s denote the 
of those subsets E of cr) for which 
aMhfii&r.AlSo,iftisalBy 
will be the ultrafilter of [idh with respect to 9. Indeed the 
generated byp will be J&,&omorphic to ~-h&V’, so that the 
5itely generated models of ZEj# are precisely the ultraproducts. Note that, siuce 
*d m vm-9 a(*, (11, l l l 9 &a}] =-q(&, uiS a29 l * l P %)I, SO 
that a finitely generated m&l is generated by a single element. 
Now let (%G be an ultra&x, and letfbe a function. Then the uhf&x of vb 
in %%od N is denoted by f(a). Obseme that for a subset A of CO, A ef(dtl) iff 
f-‘(A) E 4k We now de& the Ruttin-K&lb order, sRK, on uhra6iters. First we 
dehe a preorder. Given %, VultraBters, we say that V+& iE (v=f(B) for 
some fimction 5 Then -*e say that two ultrafilters 9, V are RK-&omotphic ifE 
sRK Y and "Ys- Q. Then the RK pre-order induces a partial order on the set 
of isomorphism classes. Two ultrafilters % and ‘V will be RKisomorphic iff their 
are S&&omorphic. This occurs 3f there exists a one-to-one 
so that 4tl =f (V). This may be easily proved from the nontrivial fact 
for some fuuction f and some ultrafilter a, then uQL = [ial,. For 
discussion of the R&order aud the proof& of these facts, see [18], 
Pla -cl Pl- 
Iat 9 be some given ultrafilter. We may dehe auother equivalence relation on 
%%odK If f ami g are functioas, we say that f aud g are in *he same 
tx?#ts&&th = Jufl*l =.nrI[elQll. In th 0 er words, f, g are in the same 
constellation 8 there exist functions F, G so that 
I=F(f)=g&G(g)=fi 
This occurs iE there is a one-to-one fuucth G such that % k G(f) = g. 
If v]e = [gj*, then f and g are in the same constellation of %. If V] and [g] are 
in the same galaxy of %-Prod Jr, then f and g will be in the same constellation of 
%. This follows since for each fixed natural nunber n, the function F(x) =x + n 
is one-to-one. 
The RK order induces an order on the constellations of an ultraproduct. We 
7 
say that f is in a higher cons&Zkztion than g i8 Alk]r] ~fllf]~]. The 
constellation of [id], is called the top eonstelktion of QMrod N becaw it is the 
highest in this ordering. The top constellation consists of the Sequivalence 
classes of the one-to-one fknctions. A function f is inr the top constellation ifF 
there is a function F so that {m 1 F(f(m)) = m} is in 9. A non-principal ultra6lter 
Q is said to be ~e&ctiue* iB the non-standard part of %-Prod &x&sts entirely of 
the top constellation. Note that 9 is selective iff every function is either 
one-to-one on a set in 9 or constant in a set in 4k If 4tc is selective, then the only 
Y&submodels of Q&Prod M are the trivial ones M and the ultraproduct itself. 
The principal ultraf%ers are all RIGisomorphic and their isomorphism class 
forms the minimal element of the IRK order. Selective ultrafilters are RIGminimal 
among the non-principal UltMlters. The existence of selective ultrafilters is 
independent of ZFC; indeed the model theory developed in this paper will 
provide new proofs of this independence. 
1.5. CSWbUty, co-# and Dedekindcuts 
In this section we will introduce some terminology and notation about linear 
ordersc Let (A, 0 denote some linear order. A subset B of A is said to be cow 
(co~inA~VuEA3bEBsuchthatb~~(9~a). ThecojinaAityofAisthe 
minimum eardinaiity of a set cofinal in A, The coiniX&y of A is defiaed 
similarly. We will abbreviate cof&lity and coinitiality of A as cof(A) and coin(A) 
respectively. A cardinal K is said to be regz&r iff cof(pc) = K. For every ordered 
set A, d(A) and coin(A) will always be regular cardinals. 
If % is an ultrafilter, we will sometimes call the coGnality of C-Prod@, C) the 
co&a&y of % and abbreviate it by eof(C). When we speak of the COW@ of 
an ultraproduct, we refer to the coinitiality of its non-standard part. This will be 
denoted by coin(%). 
If X, Y are subsets of a set A linearly ordered by <, we will write X< Y to 
abbreviate Vx E X, Vy E Y, x < y. If a is an element of A, XC write a <X for 
{u} <X and II > Y for {a} > Y. If & is a model of SW, we write XC< Y to 
abbreviate Vx E X, Vy E Y, x <(SO y.
A pair % = (L, Uj of subsets of a universe A of a model d of SW is said to be 
a Ded&nd cut iff Lc<,U&V~ZEA -L<u<W. We are resenkg the term 
‘Dedekind cut’ to refer to those Dedekind cuts wJlicb respect galaxies. These 
Dedekind are not definable in the sense that U (and hence L) is not a definable 
subset of .#. This follows immediately from the least number principle. 
If a, fl are regular cardinals, we will say that % is an (a, j!&crrt iff coin(U) = Q! 
and the cof(L) = /3 or cof(L) = tt and coin(U) = p. That is we make no distinction 
2The special kinds of ultrafilters that we will encounter (selectives, P-points, semi-Q-points, etc.) 
may be characterized in several different ways. There are model-theoretic characterizations, 
topological characterizations, and combinatorial characterizations of these ultrafilters. In this paper, 
we will take the model-theoretic characterizations for our definitions. For other equivalent 
characterizations of these ultrafilters, see [S]. 
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between ((r, @)-cuts and (B, &cuts. We will primarily be interested in what 
~ofDedelcindcutscanoccurinamodelof~~.Notethatif~=(L,U)isa 
Dedekind cut in a model d of Z%& and if p E U, then we may form another 
Dedekind cut %?‘=(I,‘, U’) given by L’=~-xIxEU,X~~} and U’=(p- 
x ix EL}. Then cof(L’)=coin(u) and coin(V) =cof(L). IIence if a pair of 
car&u& a,/8 appears as the cofinality and coinitiality for the pieces of one 
cut, then @, ar will appear as the cofmality and coinitiality for another 
same model. 
If a, b are elements of a linearly ordered set A, we write (a, b) for 
{~~A1u<~<b}and[a,b]for(a~A/u~~db}.Ineithercase,wecallthese 
Dedekind cut, we will say that % is ~OMZ&T~ in (a, 6) iff 
that a formula # holds neur % iff {x 1 w(x)} includes an 
intend which contains %. 
1.6 s&s 
Given a model & of sp;90, and a, b elements of A, we say that a, b are in the 
iff there exist functions F and G such that SB b F(a) a b & G(b) a a. It is 
clear from this definition that we have defined a new equivalence relation on 99, 
and that the skies are the equivalence classes. Note however that part of this 
definition is superfluous, since if a ~~6 we may take G to be the identity. Thus 
wehavethatifas%, aisinthesameskyasbiff_@ereexistsafunctionFsuch 
that &F(u)d. Otherwise we say that a is in a lower sky than b and write 
u asr b. That is, a +ZZE~ b iff for every function F, d k F(a) < b. Observe that if 
u,a’areinthesamesky,andb,b’areinthesamesky,thencz~b~a’~b’. 
Thus << induces a linear order on the skies of a model. If % is an ultrafilter, we 
write f es g for K]* +z *_-&]*. If a, b are in the same constellation, then 
a, b are in the same sky. We will write SkyJu) for the sky of the element a in the 
model ~8. This notation will be meaningful only if a is in the model ~4. Note that 
Sky&z) is cofinal in -)vla]. 
If & is a submodel of B and a E A, we clearly have that Skyd(a) s SkyB(a). 
Although this inclusion may be proper, it will always be the case that Sky&a) is 
both cofmal and coinitial in Sky&a). 
We will write Sky(a) for Skyq,&). Sky(a) is a coinitial and colinal subset of 
Sky&(u) for any model J# containing a. An explicit formula can be given for 
Sky(a). Indeed, Sky(a) = {G(a) 1 G is finite-to-one}. 
If % is an ultrafilter, we will write Sky&) for Sky9_-&],). Sky*([id]) of 
WProdN is called the top sky of %-Prod~K It consists of the %equivalence 
classes of all the finite-to-one fimctions. A non-principal ultrafilter ‘111 is called a 
P-point iff the non-standard part of its ultraproduct consists of a single sky. Every 
selective ubfilter is a P-poiut. m-9 
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Note that if a$ are elements from the same sky of a model SQ of EQ& then 
~f@ky(a)) = cof(skYsf(a)) = WSkYd@)) = cof(=y(~)), 
Coin(Sky(u)) = Coin(Sky&z)) = Coin(Sky&)) = Coin(Sky(~)). 
Hence we may compute the cofinality and coinitiality of any sky by picking any 
element from the sky, and computing the coG.nality and coinitiality of the top sky 
of the ultraproduct it generates. 
Note that if we have a sequence of elements ao, al, . . . , u,_~ ?rom a model of 
%Q#, then 
where max denoted the maximum function. This equation follows eGly from the 
monotonicity of our coding functions. Using this we may estabhsh the following 
lemma, the details of which are left to the reader: , 
Union of Skies Lemma. An initial segment of a modd of Ed is an 3&- 
substructute (and therefore an ehentmy submodel) iff it is a union of skies. 
1.7. Types, ultrafilrers, und saturation 
If ~42 is any structure, a type over d is a collection r of formulas of the form 
0(x,, x1,. . . B X,-I, a0,h. . . 9 a&) where the n’s are free variables and the u’s 
are parameters from SQ. The k’s and the U~‘S may vary among different formulas 
of the type, but the n is fixed. Indeed the T given here would be called an n-type 
over J& 9 is said to be consistent over d iB for every finite collection of formulas 
#09 # l,. . . , t#$ from3we have that 
Atype~issaidtoberealizedin&fwecanGndco,cI,...,c,_1intheuniverse 
of & so that we have 
V# E Z d t= @(CO, cl  . . . , cnB1, ao, al, . . . , ak). 
A structure & is said to be K-saturated iff every type 3 consisting of fewer than K 
formulas which is consistent over & is realized in &. A structure JXZ is said to be 
sutzmted iff it is (Al-saturated. 
We point out that if SQ is an cu-saturated dense linear order, cof(.@ 3 cu, 
coin(.@ 2 cu, and if % = (L, H) is a Dedeking cut in J& then either cof(L) a (Y or 
coin(H) 2 cy. If & E ZJ& then (A, <) is not a dense linear order. However if we 
let Q be the set of all galaxies of J& then 2 = (Q, CC) is a model of dense linear 
order. It is easy to see that if & is cw-saturated, then 9 will also be cu-saturated, 
for Q! > o. This follows immediately from the observation that for a, b E A, u CC b 
iff Vn e 0 (I + n C 6. This allows us to transform types over 9 into types over J& 
When we are dealing with models of 9~4, and particularly when we are dealing 
with ultraproducts, we may simplify the situation somewhat. First note that if af2 is 
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a model of Sat, then every type 9 over d is equivalent to a t-type 3’ over J&. 
To form 3’ first define, for each 6(x,, nl, . . . , x~_~, ao, ul, . . . , 
)> 
in T, a new 
formula 8’ so that 
NP[W((xo, l l l ) x,-l), yo, * l . s Yk) iff @(x,9 l - 9 9 &t-1s yes l l l 9 Yn-111 
andEalre~‘={8’(x,ao,ol,...,s)18E~}. 
when we are dealing with ukraproducts, we can simplify the situation even 
more. Note that any f&mula with parameters from the %-ProdN is of the form 
). But this is equivalent to the formula 8(x,fo([id]a), 
We view this as a formula in x and with [id]* as the only 
ing treated as function symbols of 2?& Hence every 
type over an ultraproduct is equivalent to a type in one free variable wii the 
idRntityrastbeo~patameter.If~isatypeofthis~~,wemaywriteitas 
3(x, [id]) to emphasixe the fad that all the formulas of T are binary formulas 
involving the free variable x and the i-dent&y as a parameter. Note that a formula 
e(x, [id]) will be consistent over %-Prod M iff (m I(%) tY(n, m)} is in 4pll. 
We may make one final simplification, in that we may take our biiary formulas 
to be primiuve predicates in 2&. For given any bii formula 6(x, y) of 2&&, 
we may defhte a subset R of a,x(u by taking R={(n,m):MM(n,ur)}. Then 
sji# I= WWYN~~~~ Y) iff e(x, Yll- 
‘Ihe reader famihar with model theory may find our defMion of saturation 
somewhat different from the usual one. In the model theory of countable 
laoguages, the cardinal&y of a type is essentially equal to the cardinality of the set 
of parameters appearing in the type. Hence one calls a structure ~-saturated iff 
all types involviug fewer than a! parameters which are consistent over the 
struch;lre are reahxed in it. When dealing with ultraproducts however, all types 
essentially involve only one parameter, and the complexity of a type is given by 
the number of function and relation symbols which oaau within it. Hence we call 
a &ucture ar-saturated iE every type of less than (Y many formulas consistent over 
thestrndnreis~iait.Itshouldbeobservedthat~~isacountable 
subkguage of 2&&, then an a-saturated model of 9~# will be an cu-saturated 
model of Th(@,.Z) in the usual sense. If a model is a saturated model of 
Th(o, 9), we will refer to it as .9?-sutwuted. For example, a saturated model of 
‘II@, <) will be called <-saftuated. A ultraproduct is &saturated iff every 
Z&type consistent with the ultraproduct and involving c parameters from the 
&rapr&uct is realkd in it. 
We will call an ultrafrlter % saturated iE Q&Prod JV is saturated. Saturation is a 
very strong property for a structure to possess. Some of the Consequen~Rs of 
saturation are given in [7& One important fact which we mention here is that two 
saturated models of the same cardinality are 2%omorphic, for languages 3? of 
small cardklity. We restate this for ultraproducts. 
. Let %1, cplz be sutumted ultt@te~ and 
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let 9 be a sublhnguage of Z&d of caniinality sttktly less than c. Ken @14%&N 
and +Prd N are 9-iisomorphic. 
We will apply this theorem primarily to the case in which 9 is either {c}, 
{+, *} or some other simple, countable sublanguage. 
’ One of the reasons for studying ultrafilters is that all ultraproducts have a 
certain amount of saturation. Indeed if % is a non-principal ultrafrlter on o, then 
QMrodN is ol-saturated. A proof of this may be found in [S]. We list this basic 
fact here as a theorem for future reference. 
@atmratbn Theomm. If % is an npuf, then %-Prod N is wt-saturated. 
There are several immediate consequences of the theorem. If % is an npuf, 
then cof(Qpd) > o, win(C) > o. wl-saturation can also be used to establish that 
the cofinality and coinitiality of any sky must be uncountable. We do not prove 
this here; a proof of a more general statement will be given in the section 
‘Dominating and unbounded families’ of Chapter 2. 
1.81 meq4estions 
The primary questions that we will study are: 
(1) What cardinals are, or can be, the cofinality of an ultraproduct? 
(2) What cardinals are, or can be, the coinitiality of an ultraproduct? 
(3) What cardinals are, or can be, the cofinality of a sky? 
(4) What cardinals are, or can be, the coinitiality of a sky? 
(5) How much saturation can an ultraproduct have? 
(6) How many non-isomorphic ultraproducts can a countable structure have? 
(7) What can Dedekind cuts in ultraproducts look like? 
Of course, there is some redundancy in the formulation of these questions: the 
cofinality of a ultraproduct is the cotinality of its top sky, and the coinitiality of an 
ultraproduct is the coinitiality of one of its Dedekind cuts. 
The answers to these questions are independent of ZFC. Indeed the continuum 
hypothesiv, which is the statement that c = ol, provides us with a very simple 
answer to all these questions. Under the continuum hypothesis, hereafter 
abbreviated CH, all ultrafllters are saturated. This implies that all ultrapowers of 
any given countable structure are isomorphic. In particular, for any two npufs 
Q4,, (B1, (&Prod(o, <) and 4!&Prod(ul, <) are isomorphic. Furthermore, the 
cof (%), coin (C) and the coGnality and coinitiality of any sky in %-Prod N must 
be ol, for any npuf %. Furthermore, the cof(%), coin(%) and the cofinality and 
coinitiality of any sky in %-Prod JV must be ol, for any npuf %. 
In the following chapters, we will analyze the structure that ultrafZters can have 
when CH fails. The negation of CH is not a very powerful statement, as CH can 
fail in a variety of ways, and the universe of set theory looks different for each of 
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tbm ways. In Chapter 2 we will make some general observations about the 
e of ukaproducts when CH fails. We will usually not explicitly assume 
apter, most of 0~7 proof5 be valid but trivial under CZI. In 
3and4westudyindetailtwo of set theory in which CH fails. 
3 ana@es the structure of uhraproducts the Cohen model, and 
nintherandomrealmode in these chapters 
model theory of countable can be very rich 
indeed. 
begin to consider model-theoretic properties of ultraproducts 
continuum hypothesis. We will usually not explicitly assume 
that CH fails, however most of the results in this section will be trivial under 
GIL We will establish several general results. Fii we will show that ZFC implies 
the existence of an ultraglter whose coinitiahty is cof(c). We will observe that the 
cofmaMy of an ul&aproduct is bounded by certain cardinals associated with the 
natural partial order on %. Recall that the cofinality of an ultraproduct is the 
cof%ality of its top shy. We will show, more generally, that the cofmality and 
coin&&y of a sky is bounded by these cardinals. We will also consider how 
from an inner model of set theory may be extended to ultraulters in 
model; this will have relevance in later chapters when we consider the 
s&uctuz of ultraproducts in Cohen and random real extensions of models of set 
theory= 
There are also some g?aeral model-theoretic facts which we state and prove in 
this chapter. In particular, we will consider the structure of Dedekind cuts in 
tensor products and in towers of ultraulters. We will also consider some 
properties of saturated ultrafilters and saturated dense linear orders. Many of 
these fads are not our original results; nevertheless we provide proofs of the 
statements of them in the form which we will need in later chapters. 
21. AgeneralwiniWityr~~ 
Under CH, all ultrafilters have coinitiality c = ol. In this section we examine 
the generalization of this fact to the situation in which CH fails. The best general 
result we have obtained in ZFC alone is the existence of an ultrafilter whose 
coiuitiality= cof(c). Hence if c is regular, there will exist an ultraf%er whose 
coinitiality is equal to c. In any case, we will have ananti-well ordered sequence 
of length c which is coinitial in the nonstandard part. We also show that this 
ultraGlter can be constructed so that it has no least non-standard shy. Hence the 
coinitial sequence can be taken to consist of elements from distinct shies. 
Formally we have: 
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General tbi&Hty Theorem. 
(f,~aEC)sz4chthat: 
There exists an npuf 94 and a sequence of functionr 
(1) Each f. is non-standixrd over QL 
(2) j9clYimpksf,4K& 
(3) Zf 6 is non-standard over %, then for some al c c % k fm cg. 
Before proceeding to the proof, we need some definitions and lemmas. For the 
remainder of this section, a jlkr will be a nonempty subfamily of P(a) which is 
closed under finite intersections and supersets. 9(o) is the improper jtlter; all 
other filters are proper. Note that a filter is proper iE it does not contain the 
empty set. If 9 is any subset of B(w), then 9?@Pl will be the jilter generated by 9! 
This is the smallest lilter which includes 9 and consists of all sets which include an 
intersection of finitely many sets from 9’. Observe that q9] is proper iff Sp has 
the FIP. 
If S is a filter, we say that an infinite family of functions % s “0 is independent 
over S ifE for any finitely many distinct functions ho, hl, . . . , hk from %, any 
finite sequence of natural numbers no, nl, . . . , nk, and for any A E ZF 
{a E A’ 1 ho(a) = no, hi(a) = nl, . . . , hk(a) = nk} is nonempty. 0 * 
We wilI say that c& is independent over a subfamily 9~ 9(o) iff it is independent 
over q9j. This is equivalent to the assertion that (*) holds for any A which is an 
intersection of finitely many members of 9, and for any distinct fo, . . . , fk from % 
and any no, nl, . . . , nk from 0. If % is nonempty and independent over 9, then 
9 must have the FIP, and q9] is proper. Finally, we say that a family of 
functions % is independent iff it is independent over (0). 
We will use independent functions to prove the theorem. We will build our 
ultrafllter in stages via a transfinite recursion of length c. The functions fa in the 
theorem will be independent over the filters constructed at stages before cy. We 
will use the following two lemmas about independent functions. The first states 
that we may start with a large family of independent functions. The second states 
that we may ‘filter’ a set (add either it or its complement to a filter S) and have a 
large subset of our family of functions independent over the resulting filter. 
Proofs of these lemmas may be found in [12] or in [8]. In [8] independent 
functions are called functions of large oscillation. 
Lemrmur 1. There exists an i dependent family % of functions with (%I = c. 
Lemma 2. Let 9 be a filter, and let Ce be independent over S. Let A s o. then 
there ex& a filter W and a finite subfamily 9 c (& such that: 
(1) SE 9’. 
(2) %’ - 9 is independent over 9’. 
(3) Either A E S’ or (U -A) E 9’. 
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One additional piece of terminology is needed. We say a function h is 
roon_stondmd over 4 filtet * iff for each m E cu{a 1 m <f(u)} E S Hence h is 
non-standard over 4p iff h is non-standard over every ultrafilter % which includes 
!E 
Let (A, 1 a~ c) be an enumeration of 9((u). Let % be an 
offunctionsofcardinality=casgivenbyLemma1.Wewill 
recu&ely deGne, for all cue c, filters se, &,, a functionfQ chosen tim %, and 
a strbfamily 9= s % such that the following requirements are satisfied for each 
a<c: 
(1) m 
0 
(i, 
(4) over !F&. 
(5) Eithez u, E Se or (QP -A,) E S&. 
(6) fa is non-standard over !F& 
0) If g is nocstadud over qwl then & E %I, {u 1 Pvlp(u)] <g(u)} E Se= 
We will then take * to be the union, taken over all a < c, of the &. We check 
that (es and the far have the required properties. Clearly Q has the FIR By clause 
(S), a is maximal with respect to the FIP, hence an ultraf%er. Note that each fa 
will be, by clause 6, non-standard over a. The implies that % is non-principal and 
that property (1) of the theorem is satisfM. To verify property (2), let /j < CY < c. 
Observe that fs is non-standard over sfi s &]. Hence for all F E “w, {u 1 f=(u) C 
F&#(u)]} E Sa c_ 9. Hence fp e%fs. and property (2) is &is&xi. To check 
property (3), let g be any function non-standard over QL Then for each n E o, 
{u 1 g(u) > n} is in %, hence in some ZF&. Since cof(c) > o, we may fmd an or c c 
which is greater than all the a,,. But then g is non-standard over %a, hence 
{u l&(u) cge(u)} will be in @ by clause (7), taking 9 to be the identity function. 
we now describe the construction at stage a. We assume that clauses (l-4) are 
satisfied at all preceding stages. Take .qm1 to be the union, taken over all /? < a, 
of the *j. NOW let &I be the union, taken over alZ fl< ar, of the 9~~. Then 
Iq#ll sa+ 0. Also %‘- qal is independent over + Note that Yg - %a1 is 
infinite, s&e I%1 = C. choose an fa E % - %&I. bt 9’ be the union of ato] with 
{ fa}- ivow let 9’ be the union of qaI with YI, Yz where 
% = {{a I m <LX41 I m E 01, 
% = {{u I FL(a)] >g(a)} 1 F, g E %I with g non-standard over &}. 
Claim. (& - 9’ is independent over 9_ 
claim. Let ho, hl, . . . , hk be Enitely many distinct functions from 
‘. Let no, tzl, . . . , nk be arbitrary natural numbers. tinsider an intersec- 
tion of fu&ely many sets from 9. This contains finitely many sets from the filter 
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3fal. Let A be the intersection of these. Then A E Q. There are finitely many 
natural numbers mo,. . . , mj appearing in the sets from Spr , let m be their 
maximum. Similarly let F be the pointwise maximum of the F’s which appear in 
sets from Yz, and g be the pointwise minimum of the g’s that appear. Now g is 
non-standard over !Jjal. To show that the condition (*), given above in the 
definition of independence, holds for our finite intersection, it will be sufficient if 
we find an a E A with fa(a) > m, Fvw(a)] <g(a), and hi(a) = ni for i s k. We will 
choose a such that fo(a) = m + 1. Note that {a 1 F(m + 1) <g(a)} E &]. Let A’ 
be the intersection of & with this set; A’ E Sj+ Now ho, AI, . . . , h&, f& are 
distinct functions from % - a[=,, which is independent over qal. Hence we may 
find an a to A’ with fa(a) = m + 1, hi(a) = ni, Vi Sk. This a works and the Claim 
is verified. 
Now % - 9’ is independent over 9([9]). Apply Lemma 2 to find a finite 
subfamily 9 of %- 9, and a filter 9’ which includes %sP] such that 
(% - 9’) - 9 is independent over s and such that either A, or (o -A,) E S’. 
Let Se = SF’. Then requirement (5) is satisfied. Let 9& be the union of %a, with 
9 and cfa}. Then % - 9a is independent over *& so requirement (4) is satisfied. 
Also ]9J G ]5$e1] + @I+ Icfo}] G ]cwl+ o. Hence requirement (3) is satisfied. 
Requirements (1) and (2) are immediate from our definitions. Requirement (6) 
follows from the fact that the sets in Spr are in 9&, and requirement (7) follows 
from the fact that the sets in Spz are in 5&. The proof is complete. •I 
We cannot prove in ZFC that the coinitiality of all ultrtiters is equal to cof(c). 
In Chapters 3 and 4 we will see that in both the Cohen model and the random 
real model there are ultrafilters of all possible coinitialities. One might also ask if 
there is any relation between the cofinality of an ultraproduct and its coinitiality, 
or between the minitiality of skies and the coinitiality of ultraproducts. In the 
next section we will establish limits on the cofinalities and coinitialities of 
ultraproducts. From these limits we will be able to conclude that the consistency 
of “c = o5 and all skies have coinitiality and coGnality equal to wg” and other 
statements of this form. Thus we see that there is no direct relation between 
cofinalties of skies, coinitialities of skies, and coinitialities of ultraproducts. Of 
course, if an ultraproduct has a minimal non-standard sky, then its coinitiality is 
equal to the coinitiality of that sky. The existence of such an ultrafilter is 
equivalent to the existence of a P-point. By a result of S. Shelah, the existence of 
such ultrafilters cannot be established in ZFC alone. A proof of this result may be 
found in [20]. 
2.2. Dominating and unbounded families 
Let sE be the usual partial order on “o given by 
f+g iff {a E 0 1 g(a) <f(a)} is finite. 
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Note that if d b SW and (1 E A is non-standard, then fSE g implies f(~) Ssl g(u). 
We call a subset U of ‘%I unbounded iff there is no f E %I such that for all 
gEiJ,g+fi WecallasubsetDof%domk&giffVf &%3gED:f<Eg. We 
nOw delme 
KD=mh{lDI :D is a dominating subset of %I}, 
Q, = min{ ]U( : U is an unbounded subset of %}. 
since any is an unbounded one, we have K& KD. It is also 
~to~th&~D uncountable c06nality and ~~ must be uncOuntable 
and regular. Under Axiom, KD= KU = C. In the model of set theory 
obtained by adding K n reals to a model of ZFC+GCH, KD=K and 
gu = al. In the mOde1 obtained by adding K random reals to a model satisfying 
x+GcM, Ku=KD= op. A more detailed discussion of these cardinals may 
be fOund in [9]. 
Pkv&. By the discussion in Chapter 1, there is no loss of generality in taking Sp to 
be the top sky of a non-principal ultraproduct. Let % be an npuf and 9 be a 
dominating family with IDI = KD. We may assume that all the functions in D are 
hamsing and kite-tolone. The cofklity estimates are easier to establish that 
the c~initiality ones. 
To see that cof(sp) 2 K~, consider subset 3 s 9 or cardinahty <K~. Form a set 
B amisting of a representative from each C-equivalence class in S3. Note 
IBI = li3ill< aru, so B is not unbounded. Find a function f such that g+ f for all 
g~B.Then~J+~]~.ButS?={~]~~g~B},so%snotco~alinSP.Hence 
cof(3’) 3 K~. MoreOver, if D is any dominating family, {[glv 1 g E D} is cofinal in 
&So &(s) s KD. 
Define, for every kit+to-one f E “0, a pf E 3’ by pf = min@ 1 f(p) a [id]*}. 
Note that [id]* e f (pf/\, SO pf E x To prove coin(q SKD we show that 
bf 1 f E D} is coinitial in 9. Consider an arbitrary q E Sp. Find a g E %I such that 
sg(q). Find an f E D such that g +$ Then f(q) 2 [id],. But pf !s the least 
such element of %-Prod JY, so pf s q. 
To show that coiner q911 consider a subset 3 from 9 with ISI CK~. For 
each q E 3, find gq such that g,(q) 2 [id],. There are fewer than K~ of these, so 
wemayfindanfsothatg, GE f for all q E 3. For each such q, f(q) 1 g,(q) s [id]. 
But then q apf, which is the least element f maps above [id],. pf is therefore 
below all the elements of 3, which is therefore not coin&l. The proof is 
complete. 0 
l In certain models of ZFC, the reals from an inner model A’ of Jcc 
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dominate the reals in A. In other words (7~)“’ is a dominating family in Jcd. In 
this situation, when f E A’, a representative f’ for pr may be chosen in ,Id’, where 
pf is defined as in the previous proof. f’(n) may be taken to be min{m 1 f(m) 3 n} 
is this set is nonempty, and 0 otherwise. Then the argument above gives us that 
the equivalence classes of the finite-to-one functions from Jcc’ are coinitial and 
co&l in the top sky of %-ProdX We summarize this observation below. 
Co~~~lkuy. Let JU be a model of ZFC, and A’ an inner model of 4 such that 
&Vf E % 3g E (%)J1’ f SE& 
Then if 94 is any npuf in JU, { Vlor 1 f a #nite-to-one f&utiM in A’) is coinitial and 
cow in the top sky of %-PrOd N. 
23. Ultt@lters and kv.zt models 
In Chapters 3 and 4 we will consider forcing extensinons A’ of a model A of 
set theory. If % E Jcc is such that JU k “% is an npuf’, we will say that % is an npuf 
in 4. Note that in A’, % will nctt in general be an ultrafilter (if JU’ contains reals 
not found ‘an A), but it will still have the PIP, so it can be extended to an 
ultratilter %‘. Often we will consider such extensions. It should be noted that if tp 
is a formula from (S!?&)“, fo, fi, . . . , fk are functions in A, and % c C’, then 
c~#(lfolr, l l l 9 IfkId ifE ~‘W(lfolQ(~~ l l l J [fklw)* 
As a special case of this, observe that a function f E Jcc is non-standard over % iE 
it is non-standard over %‘. Moreover, if V]* <ccpl [g]* then Vlece <cq8 Is]*. Thus if 
two points are in different galaxies over C, they will be in different galaxies over 
a’. The same is not true of skies. Recall that f 4S& g Sf VF E A % I= F(f) Cg. 
There may be new functions F’ EJCC’ - A, such that %’ k F’(f) >g. Indeed we 
will see that if JU’ is a Cohen extension of A, this can happen; a functionfo can be 
in lower sky than fi over C, but % may be extended to a a such that fo is in the 
same sky as fi. In random real extensions, this cannot happen: if fO is in a lower 
sky than fi over %, then it will be in a lower sky over any %’ which includes %. 
There is however, one general theorem that can be proved about any extension. 
That is, if % is an npuf in A, we can always find some npuf %’ E JU which extends 
ti and such that distinct skies in %-ProdN remain distinct over %‘. We 
summarize this in: 
Preservation of Skies Theorem. Let A and Jcc’ be models of ZFC, with JU art 
inner model of A’. Let % be an npuf iir Al. Then in 4’ there exists an npuf W 
with %cC’such thatforalljkactiinsfo, frfiom &,f,<<~~;cL $ffo<~<~‘fi. 
Remarlr. We describe this situation by saying that all the skies of % are 
preserved. This theorem applies in very general situations. As an example, 
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fxmsider the extension tained y adjoining a new funcu s! D which 
dominates all functions In this situation, one nqht expect that for 
certain &raGlters D might be forced :c, collapse skies. The theorem says that 
even in this situation, we may preserve the skies of any npuf in A 
The proof of the theorem uses the following lemma, which is similar to a result 
in [3]: 
beannpuf,andletfo,fr ,..., fibefuncrioprrswh 
eef Let A E %. Then in co, 3yo Vkl 3yl>kl Vk2 
~A~ff(a)~k~&Vicj,jj(a)=y~} isin~. 
We proceed by contradiction. If the result fails, one finds Skolem 
11s go,&,.=., gi such that VYO, yl, . . . p Yj-1 E 0 if Yl ~g1~o)s Y2’ 
g26bY3,...~ B-1 >gj-lolO Yl9 . . . 3 ~j_~), then there exists n such that 
Va>nl[aeA&fo(0)=yi&fi(a)=yl&..= 
&&i(a) ‘Yj-1 &H0 >&Yo9 Yi, l l l 9 yi-III= 
Let N(yo, . . . , yj_3 be a Skolem function for n. Let B be 
Ia 1 Wd~),fi(cr)sfi(a)s l - l s j-l f (a)] Go}. Thea B is h , since the fact that 
9 - - - ,&-1) =lY& implies that &,fiJ . . . ,&l) ecu [id], so that 
. . . ,&) is below the identity. Let E. be {a 1 g&(a)] Q(a)}. Let El be 
{@ 1 #dfi(o), fi(41 <HOI9 l l l s ad let Ej b {a 1 gjUXa)s fr(a), . . . 9 &i(o)1 < 
#Oar then E,, & . . . , Ej tt~ dl in QI by hypothesis. Hence the intersection of 
A and B with Eo, El,. . :, Ej must be in %. But the previous statement implies 
that this intersection must be empty. This contradiction that establishes the result. 
Work in 4’. Let 9 be the collection of skies of %-Prod JY in 
letf,beafunctioninJ11such~aty;]Es. LetS=(f,IsESP). 
Any npuf (ed’ which extends 9 and has the additional property that V’, fi E Sfo < 
<<Blfi implies f. <<<en fl will sufke. Hence the proof will be complete if we show 
that the following family of sets has the FIR 
~+{{BEOIF(fo)<~}IFE~~,fo,fiES:fo<<<~~}. 
Consider a typical finite subfamily. there will be finitely many sets from C; we 
may intersect these to obtain a single set A E %. We also have finitely many 
ff 01 I, . . . ,& w c we may label so that fo~&GG& l l cS&J. Also we hi h 
have &itely many functions (F,, I$, . . . , 4. We may take F to be the pointwise 
maximum of these functions. We seek an a EA such that F(fo(u)) <h(a), 
m(a)) <Ha), . . . , F&(a)) <$. * Now we apply the lemma, letting kl be 
Ftio), k2 b F&)9 . . . 9 ki be F(J~_~), and we obtain yo, yl, . . . , yi-l such that the 
set E={~EA l&(a)>FO,_I j} is infinite and F(yi) C yi+l for 
i <j - 1. Any point a chosen 
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Remark. The set E is in the inner model Yac, even through the functions come 
from A’. We will use this fact when we apply this lemma in Chapter 3. 
24. Strong regukuity and the tree construction 
We say that a cardinal K is strongly regzhr iR it satisfies one (and hence both) 
of the following two equivalent conditions: 
(I) IRK@) k K 
(2) K is regular and Va!<K, I*21 SK. 
To obtain the implication from (2) to (l), note that 9!&) is included in the 
union, taken over all ar C K, of P=(K), which under (2) is a K-union of sets of size 
SK, and hence has size SK by regularity. The implication from (1) to the second 
clause of (2) is immediate, and the implication from (1) to the first clause of (2) 
follows from K&g’s Theorem. It should be observed that under GCH strong 
regularity is equivalent to regularity. The concept of strong regularity is 
motivated by the following fact: 
Fact. If there exists 
strongly reguku. 
a saturated dense linear order of cardihality K, then K is 
&oof. Fix a saturated dense linear order (X, <) of cardinality K. We show that K 
satisfies condition (2) stated above. There is no loss of generality in assuming X 
has no endpoints. Then cof(X) must be regular, but cof(X) is K by saturation. 
Hence K is regular. we now show that a! C K h@ies that 1”2! s K. FOX an a! < K. 
We construct a tree of types 9’(x), p E “2, all of cardinality cy, each consistent 
over X, such that each type must be satisfied by a different element from X. Since 
there are I”21 types and only K elements of X, we will have that Ia21 6 K. 
We now describe the construction of 9? Fix choice functions SO, sl, 9*, 9$ 
each from 9(X) x P(X) into X such that 
&I<& ad l&l + I&l CK irnplly 
& < %(zo, 21) < R(&, &) < %(& &) < %(& z,) < zl* 
Such functions exist by K-saturation of X. We now define, for each p E “2 and 
each z < cu, points y$, zt by recursion on r such that, 
vacz yp,<y~cz~czp, 0 * 
At the rth stage of the recursion, we assume as induction hypothesis that (*) 
has been satisfied for all r’<r. Let Y$=(yP,(a<z} and Z~={z$(~<t). By 
(*), E C 2': and each has cardinality GCY. Define yP,, z$ by: 
if p(t) = 0, then ypS = sO( v, ZQ, zt = sl( Yp,, ZT), 
if p(t) = 1, then yc = 9*( Y$ Zt), z$ = ss(yPr, 2:). 
It is clear that (*) is then satisfied at the arth stage. Moreover, if p lz = q( t then 
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VUC?, yg=ypo and zp, ~rP,Thusifp#q~dif~isthefirstordinalsuch~at 
p(r) #Q(Z) and p(r) = 0, we have 
Nowlet~(x)b,th,typewsistingofthe~~~~Cyl:CxCzP,(rCcu).These 
types are consistent over the dense linear order X and have card&l@ (Y C K, so 
each$&izedbysomexP~X. Notethatifp#q,X,#x? Indeed,ifpprecedes 
q kxioograghically we have Xp <x3 Hence there are 1’91 distinct Xp’s from a set 
Xwhosecardinalityis~,sw,(“2(~~,andthep~fiscomplete. 0 
We may apply the same construction with K in place of a. Then the 
K may stin be defined, since the sets E and 2: still have cardinality CK. 
therefore fom the types P(x) as befhe. Mow there are Yof these, and 
sothereaae2”ofthemwhicharenotrealizedinX. ‘F&ese 
typeswhicharenotrtx&edoccuratDedekindcutsinX Itisclearthatforthese 
cuts, the cofh&ty of the lower segment is K and the coinitiahty of the upper 
segment is K. TINS we &taint 
These results may be applied to models of Zulu arithmetic by considering 
the natural order of galaxies. Hence the existence of a saturated model of SM of 
cardi&ity K, implies that ir is strongly regular. In particular, if there exists a 
saturated ultrafilter, c must be strongly regular. 
In this section we discuss some general facts about Dedekind cuts in linearly 
ordered sets, with particular emphasis on ultraproducts and other models of SJ& 
Isomorphisms between linear orders map Dedekind cuts to Dedek’ad cuts, We 
now introduce some notation to describe this situation. Assume J@ and 6B are 
iinear orders and # is an isomorphism hrn J& onto 3. Let U=(L, U) be a 
Dedekind cut in A Then (+“(I,), e”(U)) is a Dedekind cut in 3. We write @(%) 
for this Dedekind cut. e(V) is the unique Dedekind cut %’ in 98 which satisfies 
b&h: 
xc% implies @(x)<%‘, 
x>YZ implies fp(x)>%‘. 
We may use these properties to define @(%) in a slightly more general situation, 
~~,wewillsaythat~isanisomorphismneruV~thereexistaEL,bEUso 
that # is nondecreasing on the interval (a, b) and strictly increasing on a cofial 
su t of L and coinitial subset of U. Then, if it is the case that there is no b E B 
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with e”(L) < b < e”(U), we may define a Dedekind cut %’ = (L’, U’) in B by 
L’={bEBI3utL b<@(u)}, 
U’={bEB~3adJ b>@(a)). 
In this case, we write (&’ E #(V). Fo we may define #(%) to be the unique 
Dedekind cut in B satisfjhg the two tions stated earlier. In this situation, 
wewillsaythatQisisomorphicto%‘via~. 
We may also define a concept of anti-isomorphism of Dedekind cuts. If 
~8 = (A, C) is a linear order, we let & = (A, <*) be the dual order, defined by 
a < *b iff b >a. If %(L, u) is a Dedekind cut in J& then (U, L) is a Dedekind cut 
in J#+. We call this cut VP. If B is another linear order and 9 is a Dedekind cut 
in 3 with 9 isomorphic to V via 9, then we will say that 9 is anti-isomorphic to 
c& v! : # and write 9 = e(V). We will say # is an antiliisomorphism near (&. If + is 
either an isomorphism or anti4somorphism near %, we will call # a &z&es map 
and say that % and +(%) are similar via 0. These definitions are motivated by 
the following lemma, whose proof is an immediate consequence of the 
de&&ions. 
Lemma. Let d,sP’ be mode& of SW, with De&kind cuts %?a and %$ respectively. 
Let VI be an (aI, ~+cut and %$ be an (Q, /3&cut. T%er~ V$ is similar to & iff 
h Bd = {a28 821. 
The lemma makes it clear that similarity is an equivalence relation among 
Dedekind cuts; this may also be easily proved from the detitions. 
If two cuts gl, %& within the same model & of ~EJ$ are similar, we might ask if 
a similarity between them can be described within &. We make this precise with 
the following definition: A map # from A into A is definable (over J@ iff for 
some binary function F and some parameter p E A we have that 9((r) = F”(a, p). 
In this case, we will write Fp for 9, and write J$(%) for #(Up). If 9 =F,(Q), then 
we will say that 9 and % are ihtemully similar. In this case, we may simplify the 
criteria for determining if FP is a similarity map between Dedekind cuts. 
Let us first consider the situation in which 4 is non-decreasing near a Dedekind 
cut % = (L, u), by which we mean that the formula ‘x my implies F(x, p) s 
F(y, p)” holds on some interval (a, 6) containing %. Suppose further that Fp is 
strictly increasing on a cofinal subset of L. Then, since L is not definable, FP will 
be strictly increasing on coinitial subset of U. Define L’ and U’ by 
L’=~‘EA I&acx<%&y’cF(x,p)}, 
U’=(y’EAI3x%cx<b&y’>F(x,p)}. 
Then L’ is an initial segment, U’ is a final segment, and L’ c U’. This follows 
from our assumption that Fp is non-decreasing on (a, 6). Moreover, there can be 
no a EA such that L’ <a c U’; otherwise L would be definable. Hence 
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Cgr = (Lt. U’) is a Dedekind cut and it is clear that S’ = F,(V). In this case, we 
ssy that ’ and % are &emally isomorphic. 
It is worth remarking that internal simihuity is an equivalence relation among 
Dedekind cuts. Here the most problematic property is symmetry. If I;,(Q) = 0, 
4 nor&crea&g on (a, b) containing %, consider the function F’ given by 
F’(y, (a, p)) = min {u >a 1 Fh P) au) 
then F’ is nondeueasmg and we have that % = F&&g). &,) may not be 
stkctly &rea&g even when F is, but it will be strictly increasing on a cofinal 
subset of the lower part of 0. We have made these adjustments in the definition 
of simikrity in order to allow F’ to be a similarity. 
It should be clear that if F&y) is a strictly increasing function (such as 
addition or muhiplication), then the conditions given above will hold automati- 
cally near any cut %. Then Fp(%) >p. Hence any Dedekind cut % has internally 
isomorphic images appearing arbitrarily high in the model. The converse of this is 
not true. A Dedekind cut % may not have internally isomorphic images below a 
certain point. Indeed in the next section we wiil see how to construct models with 
suChCut% 
In a similar way, we see that if Iip is an order-reversing map on some interval 
(u, b) containing a Dedekind cut % = (L, u) and l$ is strictly decreasing on a 
wfinal subset of L, then we may detine F,(%) in an analogous manner. If 
0 =I;,(%), we say that % and 0 are internally anti4somorphic. 
So f&r, we have allowed our internal functions F to be arbitrary. It is a 
remarkable fact that there is a single function P so that if 0 =-F,(Q) for some f 
and p, then we may find a q’ so that 0 = P,(V). P is a function which encodes 
internal functions and is definable in the language involving only (+, *). To define 
R first let pO,pl,- be the enumeration of the prime natural numbers in 
ascending order. Let P be the function in %D defined by 
P(n, e) = tie maximum k such that (p,)’ divides e. 
It is easy to see that for each function F E “0, the following statement holds in 
N, and is therefore a theorem of FA: 
Vn Vp 3e Vm s n F(m, p) = P(m, e). 
Now if 4 is an isomorphism on (a, b) containing % in a model ~8 of Sk& we may 
apply (a) to find an e such that & bVx s b F(x, p) = P(x, e). Then F,(Z) = 
Pe(% 
(+, +Stwa&n Lew. Let SQ be a cu+-( +, *)-saturated model of 9& and let 
WI = (LI, Q) and 6 = (&, 6) b e respectively (cu, &)- and (a, &)-De&kind cuts 
in &. Then there exi& an e EA such that SI is internally similar, via P,, to (&. 
There are four cases to consider as we may have either cof(L1) or 
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coin(UI) equal to cu, and either cof&) or coin(&) equal to cy. In two of these 
cases, PC will be an isomorphism; in the other two it will be an antkomorphism. 
We will describe the proof for the case cof&) = cof(&) = cy. This proof may be 
mod&d in an obvious way to cover the remaining three cases. 
Let G&F IQE 4, (b, I QE cu) be strictly increasing sequences coEnal in L1 and 
& respectively. Consider the type 9(x, y) which contains the following formulas 
(1) P(ta*, x) = bo, ac QT. 
(2) VG, Zz~l~zz~Y implies p(~~,x)-i(zz,y). 
(3) a&y, a<cu. 
The intended meaning is that Px is a map which is non-decreasing below y and 
which maps a, to 6,,. ‘Ibis type involves Q! formulas, and will be realized in J& 
provided it is consistent over ~4. To verify its consistency, consider a typical finite 
subtype, which contains formula (2) and finitely many of the formulas in (1) and 
(3). Let ao, ulr . . . , a, and bo, bI, . . . , b,, be an enumeration of the elements 
appearing in the formulas from (1) and (3). We assume that tzo < a1 < l l l < a,, 
aEd b*<b,< l l . c 6,. This finite subtype may be satisfied by taking y to be b, 
and taking x to be the ‘e’ whose existence is guaranteed by the following 
statement, which is valid in N, hence in the E&model ~4. 
vu(-Jca~<**- <u~V60Cb1<-6~3e: 
P(ao,e)=bo&P(al,e)=bl&-•&P(a,,,e)=6,& 
Vq, G zl G 6, P(%, e) 6 P(q, e). 
Since F is consistent, it is realized and we may find an e and b in A so that 
SQ k !F(e, b). Then observe that P, will be non-decreasing on the interval (0, b) 
which contains %, and it is strictly increasing on {CZ~ 1 cr c a} which is cofinal in 
L1. By our previous remarks, we may form the Dedekind cut &&)- Let 
(L’, U’) = P,(v). Observe that x E L’ iff for some a < b, iff x E ZQ. Hence 
L1 = &, therefore P,(Wl) = P,(s) and the proof is complete. Cl 
Since all npufs are WI-saturated, we have the following corollary. 
Countable Cats Coroky. Let % be an npuf, and let ZI and S2 be (0, IpI) and 
(w, #&) in %-Prod N. Then ZI and %$ are internally similrrr, hence Cpl = &. 
The Dedekind cut between the standard and non-standard part of %-Prod JY is 
one such Dedekind cut. This implies that the cardinal & in the corollary is in fact 
coin( %). 
2.6. Iterated ultraproducts 
If (& 1 n E w) is a sequence of non-standard models of SJ& and if % is an 
ultrafilter on o, then we may form the ultraproduct %-Prod (,aP,) as described in 
Chapter 1. In this case, %-Prod JY may be elementarily embedded as T:I initial 
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If we identify a with the standard part of each of the rPg,, 
VlqL to ~]~_~sl. is an S& elementary embedding 
initial segment of ~-Prod 9Qn. The veri6cation that 
this map is welldef&d, one-to-one and elementary involves dir& applications 
of Los’s theorem. To check that its image is an initial segment, expand the 
to include a new unary predicate S. For each n, let S&a be the standard 
l We will continue to use So, to refer to this expanded structure. 
de6ned in the usual manner. Then the sentence ‘5 is a proper initial 
segment” will be valid in each & hence in %Pmd~&,. But S[*mMd~~ is 
We will examine the structure of Dedekind cuts in %-Prod J&. The next lemma 
tells how to glue together isomorphic Dedekind cuts from the & We will apply 
this primarily to the situation that each J& is some f&d model Jg, and each of 
the %m is some tied cut %. 
Let L=(~]:3a<aW%dd~kf <aa). Let U=(ff]:3t~fN-Pdd~~ 
f > 6,). l%en % = (L, U) is an (a, fl)-De&kind cut in W?rod dm which is llot 
ktemaUy simdkw to any De&kind cut %’ = (L’, U’) where L’ is a subset of the 
image of b. 
The proof also a,lplies to the case when j3 = 0. This occurs if the U”s 
Pm&. Adjoin unary predicates e, 6 to the language. Let (Ldn) = L,, and 
(o&) = Urn. consider the sentence: “(L, @ is a Dedekind cut”. This is a 
&t-order sentence in our expanded language, valid in each Ss,, hence valid in 
Prod J&. Let L* and Us be the interpretations oft and U, respectively, in the 
ultraproduct. We will show that L = L* and that U = Us. The inclusion L 4 L* is 
easy. Let [f] E L and find u,, so that {n 1 f(n) C a&)} E Ql. But this set is included 
in {fl If(n) E LtJ, so v] E L*. To prove the converse direction, let [f] E L*. Let 
G = {n : J& kg(n) E L,,} E 9. For each it E G, find a, SO that J& bg(n) < ao,. Now 
since cof(a) > o, we may find a single u < a! so that aa > q,, Vn E G. Then 
G E {n : d, kg(n) < a,), so the latter set is in %. Thus %-Prod J& E [g] c a,. 
Hence [g] E L, and we have L = L*. A similar argument gives us that U = U*. 
(When p = 0, U is empty by de&Son, and Us is empty since Q-Prod J& VU is 
empty”-) 
We now show that % = (L, u) is not similar to any cut in the image of is(. Let 
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%’ = (L’, U’) be such a cut, and assume, without loss of generality, that 
cof(L’) = cy. Let F be a binary function, and let p = [9] be a parameter from the 
ultraproduct. We will show that e(V) s ‘& implies that e(V) < %. 
Assume I;,(Q’)SQ. Let (If011 BE cu) be a sequence coEnal in L’. We may 
assume that each fo(n) is an element of the strndard part of J& which we are 
identifying with o. For each n, let G” = {k: &,, I= F(k, g(n)) E L}. For every 
(k, n) such that k E Gn, we may find an ordinal Q,) such that &, k 
F(k, g(n))< a(k,n)* Let us =sup+{a(k,n)IkEG,,nEO}. Then @<a! she 
cof(a!) > aL Let Q = t&+. Then So, b F(k, g(n)) < Q whenever k E G,. 
For each a< cw, let A, = {n : dn k Flf,(n), g(n)] E L} E %. By definition of 
G,, n E A, 8 fO(n) E G,. Thus for each n E A,, ~4~ k Fv& g(n)] <a. But A, E Q4, 
so S-Prod d,, b (fo, p) < u. This holds for all o < a, so we have that Fr(%‘) <a C 
%. This completes the proof. Cl 
If the &,, are themselves ultraproducts, say &m = Vm-Prod N, then Q&Prod s&, 
will itself be an ultraproduct. It is easy to see that the equivalence class of the 
map sending II to (n, [idlpm) is a generator for %-Prod J&. We may therefore 
compute the ultrafilter of this element, which will be called the %-sum of the s/n 
and will be written as C-C Tn. Then %-Prod Sa, will be isomorphic, as a 
S&model to %-Prod ‘V$ We can easily compute that 
In the case that all of the Vm are equal to a single V, we call this sum the tensor 
product of % and V, written as % @ V. In this case, let SQ = V-Prod JK If a E J& 
let f4 be the constant map from o into & given by J&z) = u. It is an immediate 
consequence of Los’s Theorem that the map j from ‘KProdN into %-Prod d 
given by i(a) = U&-pr~d~ is an elementary embedding of VProdN into 
% @ V-Prod N. We let i be the natural embedding of Q&Prod JV into U @ V- 
ProdN. This embedding may defined as follows. Let b be the natural 
embedding of Q&ProdN into %-Prod[VProd N] discussed above, and let $J be 
the canonical isomorphism from % @ V-Prod N onto 4%Prod[VProd M]. Then i 
is the composition of igL with 8. The key properties of the tensor product and 
these embeddings are summarized in: 
Tensor Pr&nct Structare Theorem. Let %, ‘V be npufs. Let & = V-Prod JV, let 
&’ = %-Prod N, and 48 = % @ ‘V-Prod N, with universes A, A’, B, respectively. 
Let S be the new predicate defined above. Let i, j be the natural embeddings of Se’ 
and & described above. Then we have 
(1) i”(A’) equals S”, an initial segment of 98. 
(2) j”(A - S&) is cofinal in B and coinitial in B - ?A’. 
(3) If s = (L w is an uncountable De&kind cut in 48 with ?‘(A’) g L, then 
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exacdy one of the fokkwing hoi&: 
(a) ZYiere exists tan mcozmfabk Dedekhd cut Wr = (L”, U”) in V49od.N 
suc& dzat % = j(C). 
In (b) we allow the possibiity that Cg’ is the improper Dedekind cut 
this case % is a @f(9), coin(‘V’))-cut. It should be clear that the only 
pairs of uncountable cardinals (a, /3) such that (a, fl)-cuts appear in U@ V- 
ProdX are precisely those that appear in Q-Prod& those that appear in 
X, and (cof(c$c), coin(V)). 
(1) is simply a restatement of an earlier remark. 
of (2) is an immediate consequence of the Gluing Lemma, taking 
be (A, 0). To prove the second part, let V]E B -PA’. then 
4Of $S. Let G={n:d~f(n)$S}~Ql. Since ah(rltr)>tu, there is a 
aeA-S"' such that VnEG, dl=acf(n). Thus VW&, dkf(n)>j(a). 
But Gm E ‘%I, so %-Prod 94 kf > a and (2) is proven. 
We now discuss the nroof of (3). Fix a Dedekind cut % =(L, U) with the 
properties given. The fact that cases (a) and (b) are mutual?:- exlusive is a direct 
consequence of the Gluing Lemma, applied with the sP,‘s all equal to SQ and all 
the %“‘s all equal to K We will now show that at least one these holds. 
Let L”={a~A:9i!kj(a)~L}. Let U”={aEA:St)kj(a)dJ}. Let %“= 
(L”, V’). Then %” is a Dedekind cut in J& If cof(L”) > o and coin(U”) > o, then 
we may again apply the Gluing Lemma and obtain that j(V?‘) = Yg. (Note that j is 
an order isomorphism near V.) There are only two cases left: the one in which 
cd(L) = o and the one in which coin (U’) = CD. In both of these cases, result (a) 
will hold. In the former case, Iip will be an internal isomorphism; in the latter it 
will be an anti-isomorphism. We will consider only the case that cof(L”) = o; the 
other case is similar. 
Let (an 1 n E CO) be an increasing sequence of elements of A cc&al in L”. Find 
functions fn so that o, = [fnlV. Defined a binq function F by F(n, k) =fn(k). 
Then Prod M k a, =fn([id]). But Vn E o SQIZ kVx [F(n, x) =&(x)1. Thus W 
prod .O o, = F(n, [id]+). Since j is an elementary embedding, 9 h j(a,) = 
F[n, j([id]& Let p = j([&). Hence j(a,) = F(n, p). Consider the following set: 
{q EA E Vxl <x2 s q: F(xl, [id],) < Z$(x2, [idlV)}. 
This definable set contains all standard elements of VProdR, by the least 
nuinber principle it must contain some nonstandard q. That is, 
‘V-Prod N k 3q $ S Vxl <x2 s q F(xl, ([id],) < F(xz, [id]& 
This statement ps preserved by the elementary embedding j. Hence in 3, there is 
some q above S = i”A’ such that Fp is strictly increasing below q. In particular, it 
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is strictly increasing on all of ?‘a’. From sets 
L’ = {a E i”(A’) 1 F(a, p) E L), U’ = (a E i”(A’) 1 F(a, p) E U}. 
Let %’ = (L’, II’). We claim that G(V) = (&. To verify this, it is sufficient to 
check that Fi(L’) is oofhal in L. We prove this by contradiction. Since FP is 
strictly increashg on i(A’), this can fail only if there is some r E L such that 
j3kVs~SF(s,p)<r. Ya is not 2’ sd-definaole over 48, as it does not have a 
maximal element, so there must be some y $ YB which is below 4 and such that 
F&p) E L. We may assume that y ~jk(A, since &is is coinitial in B -S? For 
each n E o, y > II so F(y, p) > F(n, p) =j(an). But the a, are cofinal in L”. Hence 
y $ L”. This contradiction completes the proof. Cl 
If two ultrafilters % and a/. are a-c-saturated, then %QD “Idr is also CU-<- 
saturated, since all the Dedekind cuts in U @ ‘V-Prod JV are similar to ones in 
C-Prod@, <) and V-Prod@, <). However, a tenser product is never 02-(+, *)- 
saturated. If it were, then all (ml, au)-Dedekind cuts would be internally similar. 
However, there are o1 sequences in both Q&Prod JV and V-Prod N. Copies of the 
Dedekind cuts determined by these sequences are isomorphic, via i and j, to cuts 
in the tensor product which, by the lemma, are not internally similar. 
We make one other comment about the tensor product of ultrafilters. It is 
associative in the sense that (B1 QD &) @ @ is RIGisomorphic to ‘%I @ (&@ 
4&J. Indeed (a1 @ s) @ 9& = F[“ull @ (NQD Q&)1 where F is the function 
sending (a, (b, c) ) to ( (a, b), c). Hence these ultrafilters yield ultraproducts 
which are isomorphic as models of XQL If %& Qr, . . . ,K are ultrafilters, it is 
clearthat(s@%l@--@Q&) is well-defined, modulo IXIGsomorphism. 
2.7. Towers of ultrafilters 
Let sP= (%,, 1 n E w) be a sequence of ultrafilters. Then the tower of this 
sequence, written Tow(Y) is the ultrafilter constructed in the following manner: 
Let p/b”%l* Vl=%l@%2, l l l 9 ~=%?~@~@~~~@%!j+~. Then 
. 
Tow(Y) = %,-,-z s/;I. 
Before discussing the structure of Tow(Y), we need to establish some notation. 
Let 9, %,,, and Vn be as above. Let ,aP, = &-Prod N. Let @, = & @ Vn-Prod JV 
Let T = Tow(Y)-Prod N. Then for each n E o we have a natural elementary 
embedding i,, of 3n qnto an initial segment of 9. When m G n, we have a natural 
elementary embedding im,n of 9?m i>nto a proper initial segment of 48,. Also we 
have, when m s n, a natural elementary embedding jm,n of J& into 9&. These 
embeddings are such that when m 1 G nl G n2, the following diagram commutes: 
We let jm be this map from & into 9. 
M. Chjbr 
Note. Qur 
nts. 
that i refers to embeddings which map onto initial 
of non-principal 
n~mthewexikt 
an idid segment of g, 
an initid segment of 9&, 
Cg = i+l(Yg’). lht is, (& is the witpe cut with the property that 
x < % g 3y E L’ x c ill+:(y), 
x > % iff 3y E U’ x > j”+&). 
In (b) we allow the possibility that %’ is the improper Dedekind cut 
(Bn9 @I- 
The theorem is an easy consequence of our prior discussion on teusor prodccts 
and the hIlowing two lemmas. The fmt lemma is a straightiorward application of 
Los’s Theorem. The second is proved in [S]. 
2. Zf (‘w;I 1 n E 0) is a sequence of npufs, and ti and ‘y. are a&o npufi, 
[V-c Wn] is RK-&onwrphic to % (8, V-c Wm. 
In this chapter we examine 
models of set theory obtained 
the model-theoretic properties of 
adding Cohen reals to a model 
ultraproducts in 
of set theory A. 
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Throughout this chapter, K will be an ordinal, which will often be a cardinal in JU. 
P will be the set of finite partial maps from K x o into o and G will be the union 
of an A-generic subset of P. Then G is a map from K X m into o. We will let, for 
each z C K, g&z) = G(‘E, n). Then each g, is Cohen-generic over A. Moreover if 
Y is any subset of K in Jcd and z is not in Y, then g, is Cohen-generic over 
&[G 1 (Y x o)], the model generated over Jad by G 1 Y x o. In particular, g, wiIl 
be generic over ,IC[G 1 (z x a)], which will be referred to as & Qur primary 
problem in this chapter is the analysis of ultraproducts in the model obtained by 
adding K Cohen reals to a model satisfying GCH. Hence in most of our 
applications, GCH will hold in 4. It will be convenient to prove our theorems in 
slightly more general settings; hence we will make no general assumptions about 
A. Any assumptions about Jcd which are used in a proof will be explicitly stated in 
the theorem. 
Our model differs slightly from the ‘classic’ Cohen model in which one adjoins 
generic subsets of o. Since we are primarily interested in ultraproducts, whose 
elements are functions, it is convenient for us to take our generic objects to be 
functions. It is easy to see that our model is isomorphic to the Cohen model; 
indeed everything we prove about Cohen-generic functions can be translated 
directly into the functions which are coded by generic subsets of o or by generic 
objects of the Euclidean line in the usual way. 
We will work almost exclusively in the extension A[G]. We assume the reader 
is familiar with the basic facts of Cohen forcing. We state two such basic facts 
below, for the record. 
Generic FQI&%BIBS Lemma. Let JU be a model of ZFC, g Cohen generic over Ju, f 
a f&n&n fkom o to o in A, and A an infinite subset of o in & then 
{a E A 1 f(a) = g(a)} is infinite. 
Generic Supprt Lemma. Let 4, P, G, K be as above, and let z, Q! be ordinak 
CK in A. Let # E &[G] be a map from QI into 4. Then there exists a subset Y of 
Kind, I(Y-t)l=Icul,suchthatqk.&[GIYxo]. 
3.2. Gt!neticity of types lemma 
In constructing ultrafilters in Cohen extensions, we will usually start with an 
ultrafilter in the ground model and extend it o an ultrafilter in the extension, 
using a Cohen real to satisfy some type in the ground model. The Genericity of 
Types (GOT) lemma will tell us that we can satisfy any type with a Cohen real. 
Generic@ of Types Lemma. Let M be a model of ZFC and let g be a function 
Cohen-generic over M. Let r = {R&X, [id]) 1 a c /3} be a type in JU consistent 
over %, for % an npuf in 44. Then in JU[S] there is an ultrafilter 4%’ which includes 
30 M. chill 
It will dice to show that in Mk] the following family of sets * has the 
Fii Intersection Property: . 
+ w I RrfJ&o~ m)l I -Bh 
Consider a finite subfamily. Since we may assume that $ is closed under finite 
mnjuttction and the ukraf&er Q is cbed under fmite intersection, we may 
consider a single relation R and a single set A from the ultrafilter. WC wish to 
show that there is an n EA fbr which R(g(n), n) holds. 
Now in the ground model, R is satisfiable over a, so we may find a function f’ 
which satisfies R(., [id]) over 9. That is, the set A’ defined to be 
{m 1 R(f’(m), m)} is in 9. Thus the intersection of A with A’ is a set B in %. 
SinceBisinfiniteandin ,gwiUagteewithf’atsomepointnin~. Suchannis 
in A and we have R(g(n), n) as required. 0 
3.3. CMi&&g cons&!Uia&?lls 
We will use the GOT lemma to construct ultrafilters with various, prescribed 
saturation properties. One might ask what kinds of ultra6lters can enjoy these 
properties. Specifically, we may ask if selective ultrafilters can have these 
properties. We will give an aErmative answer to this question. 
Our primary method in constructing selective ultrafilters will be to ‘collapse 
constellations’. This process is the subject of the Collapsing Constellations 
Lemma. 
Lemma. Let~~~C,~bean~~~rin,Cd,fbea 
which is non-stand&d with tespect to %. Let g be Cohen-generk 
Then in @g] there is an z4h@kr W extendng % so that in W-prod N, 
v]*# is in the top wnstalhtiott. Indeed we will have that W kg(V]) = [id]. 
We describe this situation by saying that the constellation of f is 
It sufhces to show that the family consisting of % together with 
{m 1 g(f(m)) = m} has the FIP. As % is closed under finite intersections, there is 
no loss of generality in considering a single A from %. Given such an A, we seek 
a point a EA with gcf(a)) = a. Let I = (f(a) 1 a E A}. I is infinite, and an easy 
generic@ argument yields the desired a and completes the proof. q 
We will want to satisfy types and collapse constellations during our construc- 
tions of ultrafilters. The following lemma show us how to collapse all constella- 
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tions over a given ultraG.lter, and how to satisfy continuum many types by adding 
a single Cohen real. The main idea is that when we add one single generic real to 
a model of set theory, we actually add continuum many reals, all of which are 
generic over the ground model. We describe the construction. Let 4EI be the 
binary tree: B={sE”21nEo}. Let T:~B--uD be the nonical enumeration. 
This enumeration has the property that if s, d and ]dom(s)] < ]dom(t)], then 
T(s) < T(t). If X E [?I-a and g is a functi generic over JU, we define 
gx(n) = g(T(X I nh w h ere X 1 n denotes o restriction of X to n. Hereafter, we 
will use X(n) to refer to T(X 1 n). Hen= gx(n) will be g[X(n)]. In this context, 
we will refer to X as a path. For any X in A, gx will be generic over JU. 
Moreover given any finite collection of subsets X0, X1, . . . , Xj we sball have that 
the functions gxO, gxl, . . . , gxi will be mutually generic. We shall make clear what 
is meant by this in the course of the next proof, which will involve some concepts 
from forcing. 
Let PO be the set of finite partial maps from o into CO. Recall that an A-generic 
real g encodes a A-generic filter on PO. We call elements of PO conditions and use 
letters p, q, r to represent them. If a E A, then rir is the canonical name for a. 
Within the forcing 
Property that 
p forces 
We use forcing to 
single generic real, 
to c” types. 
language, we let i be the canonical name for g. It has the 
b(ii) = k iff (n, k) EP. 
prove the next theorem, which asserts that when we add a 
we may collapse all ground model constellations and satisfy up 
Complete Collapsing Theorem. Let A be a model of ZFC, g generic over 4, and 
% an npuf in A. Let (!Y’&, [id]) 1 u E cd) be a sequence in A! of types consistent 
over %. Then in A[g] there is an &filter %’ containing % satisfying: 
(1) Each type Fa is realized in *‘-Prod A’. 
(2) If f is any function in JU which is non-standard in %-Prod JV, then f is ix the 
top constellation of Q&Prod A’. 
Proof. Within A, let 9) be the set of all maps from o into 2. Partition 9 into two 
classes gl, and 5$, each of cardinality c? Still working in 4, fix two 
enumerations of these classes, writing 5$ = {X, 1 z < c”} and p2 = {Y, 1 o c c&}. 
Also enumerate all the functions which are non-standard with respect to % in a 
continuum sequence in A as vz 1 r < c”}. 
Now we work in A[g]. Let 9 be the following family of subsets of o: 
~=%+{{m~gx,lfr(m)]=m}~t~c~)+9’ 
for 9’ = {{m I R[S,(m), m]} I R(x, [id]) E TO, B c cA}. 
The family of subsets 9’ contains those sets which must be put into %’ to 
guarantee that in Q&Prod JV’, gy, will realize the type T& We also include in s 
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those sets whose inclusion in ‘8’ will give us that %’ Q&]) = [id], which will 
place A in the top constellation of 9’. It will sufEce to show that 9 has the FIP. 
’ be any ultrafjlter in 
bite subset of 4p;. of generality, it consists of a 
single infinite set A hm 9, Gnitely many sets E,,, I&,, . . . , Erj of the form 
{m ]g&@r)] =m}, and whitely many sets Q, I’&, . . . , cj of the form 
= {m 1 R&&n), m]} for Ri from Z&. We may assume that the types 
[id]) are closed under finite conjunction so that the ordinals ao, al, . . . , q 
are disthct. There is no diffkulty in taking go, tl, . . . ,q to be distinct. Hence we 
have that the X’s and Y% all code distinct paths through the binary tree. We may 
therefore find an n* sc~ that for each sequence ko, kl, . . . , k2j+l of natural 
numbers with each hplt* we have that the values of X,,(ko), 
X,,(@, - - l J xO,(kj)* Y,,(ki+l)s Y,,(kj+*)* * l . S Kj(&+l) m diStiIlCt= 
Weseekana~Asuchthat 
(1) Ri[g[Y&(C;r)], U] holds Vi < j, 
(2) g[xr,(f(a))] = * ViCj. 
To check that such an a exists in every generic extension JQ], we will show 
that the set of conditions which force the conjunction of these formulas for some 
a EA is a dense subset of PO. We will show that given any condition p we may 
find an a EA aud an extension q up which forces 
(1) ‘i@[Y,(‘)], a]) Vi s j, 
(2) g[&(f(fQ)] = 0’ Vi S j. 
F”lx a ax&ion p. Let M(p) be max{n 1% (n, k) EP). Since each of the types 
is consistent over % we may 6nd functions h,,, h,,,, ha*, . . . , hmj such that for 
each is k, {m 1 Ri(h&n), m)} is in %. Cdl these sets Bi- Let d’ be the 
irntersection of alI the Bi’S together with A. A’ is in %. 
Chmxe k > max{M(p), n*}. Now for each i,f, is non-standard over a, so 
{u ]&(n)>k} E a. Let E be the intersection of all these sets with A’. Then E is 
in % and is therefore infinite. Choose a EE so that a &. Note that p is 
compatible with the union of rl and r2, where rl = {(Ye,(a), h,,i(a)) 1 i s j} and 
r2 = {(Xzi[f,(o)], a) 1 is j}. Note that rl forces requirement (1) to hold, and r2 
f&es requirement (2). To complete the proof, take q to be the union of p, 
rl, r2- 0 
The following corollary of the preceding proof will be used later in the section 
‘Many skies’. 
l Let JU be a modid of set theory, A an infinite subset of CD in A, 
ff 0, l,-•9fAfunctio ns in 4. Let g be Cohen generic over A. Let X0, XI, . . . , Xk 
be &t&t paths, in 
fda), gx,(a) = Ha), l l 
through the binary tree. Then {a EA 1 gxO(a) = 
(a) =fk(a)} is iii@&. 
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3.4. Selective, saturated ultrafilters 
We will now establish the existence, in the Cohen Model, of ultraproducts with 
various cof&lities, coinitialities, and saturation properties. The main result is the 
Selective Saturation Theorem: 
Theorem. Let JU be a model of ZFC. Let K be a cardinal in JU and let % be any 
npuf in 4. Let P and G be as above. Then for each regular, uncountable Q! < K 
there exist, in &[G] 2’selective ultra@ers 9’ which in&& % and have cojinality 
and coin&&y (Y. Moreover, if K is strongly regular and uncountable in A (which 
&?&&SK= c-@q), then we may take W to be a! saturated. 
Remarks. When K is strongly regular and uncountable in 4, we may take (Y = K 
and obtain a saturated ultrafilter. 
The theorem implies that if we add only o1 Cohen reals to any model of ZFC 
the extension will contain selective ultrafilters. 
A slightly weaker form of this theorem was proved independently by Roitman, 
in [15]1 Her ultrafilters have coflnality = Q! and are cw-<-saturated. 
When K 3 CAL, [2qNG1 is the cardinal@ of the set of all ultrafilters. Thus the 
cardinality estimate given above is the best possible. 
In this section we will only establish the existence of one ultrafilter having the 
prescribed properties. In the next section, we will show how to generalize to 
attain 2” such ultrafilters. To prove the theorem, we will fhst establish a special 
case of it, which is given in the following lemma. 
Lemma. Let A b ZFC + o < cof(K) = K S cA. Let P, and G be as above. Let % 
be an npuf in A. Then in A[G] there exi& a W which includes % and has 
comity and coinitiality equal to K. Moreover, if M F “c is strongly reguhzr”, then 
%’ may be taken to be K-saturated. 
Proof of the Theorem. Fix cy. In 4, fix a bijection $ from (K + a) onto K. 
Define a map G1 from K X m into o by G1(t, n) = G@(t), n). Defme Gz from 
a! x o into. o by Gz(r, n) = G&(K + z), n). Let A’ =Ju[G1]. I&n G2 is 
N-generic and &[G] = JU’[G~]. Also cy s c~‘. Let %” be any npuf in Jcc’ which 
includes %. Then we may apply the lemma taking the 4, %, K, and G of the 
lemma to be A’, %“, ar, and Gz. The reader should observe that when K is 
strongly regular and uncountable in J& K = c&' and is strongly regular in A’. 
Hence the ultrafilter we obtain from the lemma will have the desired properties. 
Proof of Lemma. We will first give the proof for the case that c is strongly 
regular in A. We work in &[G]. For each gr C K, recursively define ultrafilters 
qO1 and Q&, and an ordinal &r) so that the following requirements are satisfied 
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816 over %@I, thenfis in the 
nt over +,, then T is 
We now describe the construction at stage a. We assume, as an induction 
hypothesis, that requirements (l-5) hold for ail t C 0. Define cc(a) to be the least 
~whichsati&es: 
(1) vr < a#3 > cc(r). 
TEQ) isin 
The existence of an ordinai K follows from the Generic Support 
be the union of {Q& 1 z C a}. We have defined p(a) to 
(u). By the Lduction hypothesis *a will clearly have the FIP, 
so it may be extended to an uhrafiiter +I. We now apply the Complete 
Lemma to find, in .nC,+, an uitraijher (& satisfying requirements (6) 
and (7). The assumption that clLu is strongly reguIar imp& that there are only c 
types to be satisfied. 
Let %’ be the union of {9& 1 z C K}. The assumption that cof(K) > c0 imp&s 
that a’ is an uitra6Iter. It also imp&s that %’ is s&ctive, since any function f 
which is non-standard over a’ wiU be non-standard over some qal, and wiIl be 
pIaced into the top constellation of (I#&. We r~tiw check that a’ is K-saturated. Let 
T be any type of cardinaiity <K consistent over %‘. By the Generic Support 
I&nma, there exists an U< K such that T E & E J&,,. But then the sets which 
guarantee the consistency of Tmust be in Q&. Then TwiII be realized over Q&. 
We now check that ‘4%’ has the required coinitiahty. For each o C K, consider 
the type 
%(x, [id]) = {n <x <f([id]) 1 n E o, F non-standard over &,}- 
This type is consistent over qC1 and is therefore reaiized over %a by a function 
Consider the sequence (h, 1 GE K). If a<~, ha will be non- 
over so x < h,([id]) E Tr. Thus %’ bh, C ha. Moreover {ho I o C K} 
will be coin&l in the non-standard part of QC-ProdN as any function 
non-standard over a is non-standard over some q,,,. Hence (h, I o E K) is a 
sequence of functions anti-we&ordered by c~. which is coinitial in the 
non-standard part of %-Prodx This imp& that coin@‘) = K. 
3There is, of course, some redmdancy in these requirements. Clearly part of (1) is contaiwd in (5). 
Moreover the fust part of (5) implies (4). 
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The proof that cof (cl) = K is similar, and even easier. One considers the types 
3: = (;r W[idl) If E 44(O))’ If 47 are the functions that realize these types, then 
the sequence (h, 1 CJ E K) will give tie required cofinality. 
The assumption that c is strongly-regular was used in the construction to satisfy 
requirement (7). If this is not the case, we carry out a similar construction, except 
that we replace requirement (7) by 
(7’) $a and ZTL are realized over x. 
The resulting ultrafilter will have all the required properties. 
This completes the proof, with the exception of the cardinal@ estimate, which 
is discussed in the next section. q 
3.5. Counting ultra#lters 
Countimg Lemma. Let J#, P, G, K be as above. Let % be an npuf in Jdc. Then in 
A[G] there ex& 2r distinct ultraj%ers %’ extending a.
Remark. Here 2& means [(2”)]MGl. 
, 
Proof. We work in A[G]. For each p E *2, let gp be the family of sets consisting 
of % together with {{m 1 g&e) =p(t)} 1 t< K}. Clearly each &, has the FIP. 
This may be established by a generic&y argument. Let %p be any ultra6lter which 
includes 9$. Each 9&, includes %. Also, distinct p’s give rise to distinct a/s. This 
observation completes the proof. Cl 
The Counting Lemma may be used to establish the cardinality estimate in the 
Selective Saturation Theorem. In that proof, A’ = AIG1] is itself a Cohen 
extension of A. Hence there exist [2X]X distinct %” which extend %. Each of 
these may be extended to an ultrafilter %’ satisfying the reqt+ements of the 
thwrem. Since extensions of diitinct ultrafilters are distinct, we have [2L]“’ 
ultrafilters satisfying the theorem. The observation that [2”]” = [2yMG1 com- 
pletes the proof. Cl 
3.4. Arbitrary cofinality and coinitiality 
Theorem. Let & be a model of ZFC. Let K be a cardinal in 4, and let P and G be 
as above. Let cu, @ be uncountable,_ regular cardinak SK. Then in JU[G] there exist 
2” distinct ultrafilters % with coinitiality = Q! and cofinality = /I. 
f. We work in &[G] and apply the Selective Saturation Theorem. For each 
p E 2 find distinct ultratiters VP, each with coinitiality (and cofinality) gr, Also 
find distinct ultrafilters ‘?+& each with cofinality j?. Let BP be the tensor product 
‘vlp @ Wp. Since the non-standard part of ‘&-Prod N is coinitial in the non- 
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pax-t of Q,-Prod&‘, we have coin(q) = (Y. Similarly cof(s) = 
37. cJkgbd@and QfSkia 
In the previous sections, we showed how to obtain, in Ja[G], selective 
uhrafilters whose cofmality and aGnitiali~y were any single allowable cardinal cy. 
One immediate resuit of this is the existence of a sky with coinitiality and 
co&al&y equal to a. Here we improve this result. 
Let P,Gbeasbej&.Letcu,@be 
less K. Then in JqG] there exist 2” 
npufin 44, whose top skies have co- = 4x and 
We apply the method of the section entitled ‘Counting ultrafilters’ to reduce 
the theorem to a simpler situation. We will let a! @3 be the disjoint union of Q! 
and~,whichwemaytaketobetheordinala!+~. Ifa~tu, wewillretabethe 
image of a: in are @ under the natural embedding of (Y into (Y @ @. Similarly if 
TE@, we will let * be the image of r under the natural embedding of p into 
a@ #3. We will prevent any possible ambiguity in this notation by adopting the 
convention that the symbol 0 will be used when we are viewing an ordinal as an 
element of cr, and twill be used if we are viewing it as an element of /3. Similarly 
ifXc_cuandYc_&wewillletX~YbetheunionoftheimageofXandY 
under the natural embedding& In J# fix a bijection 9 from K + (a! @ p) OntO K. 
Define functions GI from KXO into o and Gz from (cu@p)Xo into o by 
GI(v, n) = G@(v), n) and Gz(v, n) = G(#(K + v), n). Let M’ = &[GJ. Then 
G]= ‘[G] where GI is JZ -generic and G2 is &‘-generic. Any npuf in d may 
be extended it to 2= distinct ultrafilters in JU’. The proof will be complete if we 
can show that each of these may be extended to an ultrafilter in JU’[G,] whose 
top sky has coinitiality= LY and cotiality=/?. Hence we are in the situation of 
the following lemma, with the ground model of the lemma being our JU’, and the 
G’ of the lemma being our G2. 
. Let At b ZFC + “a, p are uncountabl& regular ordinaW. Let P’ be the 
set of partial,Wtions porn (a $ /3) x o into o and let G’ be any A-generic map 
&rn (a@@ x o i&to o. Let % be any npuf in A. Then in A[G’] there exists an 
ultrajZter W with contains %and whose top sky coin&&y = QI and cofinaliity = /I. 
To prove the lemma, we need to use a few more facts about Cohen forcing. 
Fit, we will use the same notation for forcing with P’ as we used for forcing 
over PO in the proof of the Complete Collapsing Lemma. A condition will be an 
element of P’, and we will again use symbols p, q, r to denote conditions. Names 
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in the forcing language will again be denoted by f’ g, A etc. Our conventions will 
besuchthatifwechoosean~eforAEJ(C[G’], wewilluseA. Ifn~JjC,~willbe 
the canonical name for fi, C will be the name for the canonical generic map, 
which has the property 
p forces G(fi,fi)=k iff (u,n,k)Ep. 
Iti JdC[G’] we have generic functions g, for each a c a and k for each z c IpI 
defined by 
go(n) = G’(a, n), &(a, n) = G’(cu @ z, n). 
These have canonical names given by 
p forces &(ii) =k iff (is, n, k) EP), 
p forces &I) =k iff (e, n, k) up. 
Now let f be any red in d[G’]. By the Generic Support Lemma, there exists a 
countable ground model subset X of ar BB /3 so that f is in the model ,Id[G’ 1 (X x 
o)]. We will describe this si?ation by saying that f is supported on X. When this 
occurs, we may find a name f for f such that f = den&) and p is supported on X, 
by which we mean the following: 
If p forces f(fi) = k, then p 1 (X X m) forces J(fi) = k. 
Since ar, /3 both have coiInality greater than o, for each real f in the extension 
d[G’], there will exist ordinals a(f), zv) with aCf) < a! and z(f) < j!I such that f 
is supported on a(f) @ t(f). 
In this case, we may choose a name p for f so that p is supported on 
a(f)&(f). Observe that the generic reals g,, and h, are supported on 
(a + 1) @ 0 and 0 @ (z + l), respectively. Moreover the canonical names for 
these functions are also supported on these sets. Finally note that if Xs Y with 
both X, Y E Jcd and f is supported on X, then f is also supported on Y. 
We are now prepared to prove the lemma. Working in &[G’], define a family 
9 of subsets of o to consist of the union of %, SI, S2, and F3 where 
SI = {{n 1 go(n) c F(n)} 1 f finite-to-one&supported on 0 @ B}, 
35 = {In I nm >f 001 If E “o & is supported on cy $ t}, 
% = {{n I g&&)) = 4 I a< 4 
We will show that 9 has the FIP, and then extend F to an ultrafilter %‘. We now 
show that any such %’ will suffice. First observe that p3 contains the sets which 
put the functions g, into the top constellation, hence in the top sky of W-Prod A’. 
Also observe that for r;> r2, %’ Hz,, > h,,. This follows since {n 1 h,,(n) > 
h,,(n)} E S2 since h,, is supported on a! $ rl. We will also have that, if al < 02, 
then W kg,, > g,,. To check this, note that {n 1 go,(n) >g&)} contains the 
intersection of the set {*g,, = go,} with {*g,, > ga2}, where *g,, is the finite-to- 
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one function defined by: 
Note that *g@ has the Sam& support as g,, namely (a + 1) g) 0. Hence 
m. cajilr 
if &,r4&&)1= n# 
otherwise. 
{n 1 gal(n) >g,,(n)}Sl, so their intersection will 
will be coinitial in the top sky, recall that every 
element of the top sky of ~‘-Rod~ is mod a’ equal to some Enite-to-one 
function F, which in turn is on some a@p by earlier remarks. 
siI&UQthe&'SmCQW ultrapraduct~inceevery functionfis 
on some 0!8)r. r may note that here we are using the 
assumpGon that cy and @ both have co&u&y greater than o. 
Now we show that 3%~ the FIP. Consider a typical subset of S, which may be 
assumed to involve a single A from 3, functions I$,, . . . , Fe_ from SI and 
l .,ga_ frcrm % ad % iillcf ~~~~f,,.=.,f, ad k,,,=-.A_ 
We observe that if we have several finite-to-one functions 
FA appearing with the same g, in sets from SI, we may replace them 
by the function which is equal to their pointwise minimum. This function is what 
we are taking to be &; note that it is finite-to-one and supported on a@@. 
SimiMy if we have several functions f’, f*, . . . , f n appearing with the same &, 
we may replace them with their pointwise maximum, which will also be properly 
supported. We will assume the variables have been labelled so that a,+ ol > 
l >,= and r,,<~~<=-=t,,,. We seek to End an SEA so that for each 
i=O,l,...,mwehave 
(1) go,(o) < F,,(a)* 
(2) h&4 %(a), 
C3) &J&i(all = a9 
(3hoose names for ali the functions in question, choosing the canonical names 
for the generic functions, and properly supported names for the other functions 
involved. 
From now on we work in A. We will show that the empty condition forces: 
“If Fe,, i&, . . , &,,,, are finite-to-one functions, and &,&, . . . ,im are func- 
tions, then 
3a E A Vi s m&(a) < &a) & ki(a) >P;,(a) & &(a)BJcz)l = (a).** 
To prove this, we show that every condition p which forces the hypothesis has an 
extension q which forces the conclusion. Fix a condition p forcing the hypothesis. 
We will find q ;xtending p, an a EA, natural numbers kO, kI, . . . , km and 
j0,jl , l l l , jm so that q forces all of the following recluirements for each i with 
OS&m: 
(‘1 &icn> > 4s 
0 &it’) =ii, 
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This cleariy sutfkes. Now p is a fixed condition forcing the hypothesis. This means 
that we have the following, for each of our f’s and F’s: 
(A) Vn E o, Vr ap, 3k E o 3s s t such that s forces f(ti) = k. 
(B) V~ECL),VrCp,V~*ECO3s~tsothatV~EW[rr~n*impliesthatsforces 
P(Q > k]. 
One additional piece of notation will be used in the proof. If t is a condition, 
we write M(r) to denote max{n 131, j(b, II, j) E r}. 
choose k+ M(p), where p is our given condition. By B, we may find an 
no> ko and a p&p so that for 12 > nl p. forces fi&) > ko. Observe that, since 
I$,., is supported on a0 @ @, p. may be chosen so as to have no more information 
than p about g,,. That is, hfor any fixed n, p. is compatible with {(ao, ko, n)}. 
Let kl> M(po). Again use B to find a p1 spa and an n2, chosen above kI and 
nOP so that Vn > nI p1 forces fi&(fi) > k,. Note that since I;b, is supported on 
al @ j3 G a0 @ @, pt. may be chosen SG as to add no more information about g,, 
and y,,,. More formally, p1 is compatible with {@PO, ko, n), (ii,, ko, n)} for any 
fked?IE4D. 
Continue in this manner, recursively defining for each i 6 m, ki, tti, and a pi 
with pi ~&-l, Q 3 maX(ILi-_1, M(pi-I)}, so that VPS 3 nipi forces &(ii) > ki and 
for each II E O, pi is compatible with ((4, kj, n) 1 j s i}. 
After the rrrth stage, we find an Q EA with a > max{n,, M(Pm), ki 1 i s m}. 
This is possible since A is in % and therefore infinite. With a thus chosen, pm will 
be compatible with the union of rl and r2 given by r, = {(ai, ki, a) 1 i s m} and 
r2 = {(& a, ki) 1 i s m}. Note that with these choices of a and ki, Q forces 
requirement (S), r2 forces requirement (4), and pm forces requirement (1). The 
last follows since pm spi and a > ni. Take r to be the union of p, r,, r,. Then any 
extension of r will force requirements (I), (4), (5). We now work on (2) and (3). 
Note that for any j and any z C #9, r is compatible with @, a, j). This follows 
from the definition of rl and r2 and the fact that a was chosen above M(pm). 
UseA tofindans o s r and a j. so that so forces &,(ti) = Jo. Note that so may be 
chosen to be compatible with {(go, a, j. + 1)). This follows since fro is supported 
on a! @ zo. Let q. be the union of a0 with {(to, a, j. + 1)). Then q. forces 
requirements (2) and (3) for r’ = 0. Also q. will be compatible with {(tip a, n)} for 
0 C i C p and any fixed II. This follows since to C r1 C l l l < tm and &, is supported 
on a@ro. 
Continue in this manner and obtain, for 0 C i G m, a qi G qi-1 and a ji SO that qi 
forces requirements (2) and (3) for i and is compatible with {(rip Q, n)} for all n 
and i’ with+Ci’<n. After the mth stage, take q to be qm. Then q is an extension 
of p which is sufficient, with a, ki, ji chosen as above, to satisfy our five 
requirements, and this completes the proof. Cl 
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We mot turn our attention to counting the number of non-isomorphic 
&raproducts that a countable structure can have. It is clear from our cofinality 
results that there are many non-isomorphic ultraproducts of (u, <). Indeed for 
each uncountable, regular cardinal below E, there is an ultrafilter whose cofinality 
is that cardinal, and so the number of non-isomorphic ultraproducts of (u, <) is 
at least as great as the number of such cardinals. As observed in [15], this number 
will be equal to the continuum Of the extension if K = cu, and cof(K) S al. We 
will now develop a method of obtaining other non-isomorphic ultraproducts, so 
that we will obtain continuum many non-isomorphic ultraproducts for all 
sufkiently large rc. 
Our method will be to consider the Dedekind cut structure of the ultrapro- 
ducts. Taking tensor products gives us good control over the Dedekind cuts that 
will occur in the resulting model. Indeed we saw in Chapter 2 that the only‘ 
un~untable Dedekind cuts which will appear in 9 @ V-ProdN will be isomor- 
phic copies of cuts appearing in a-ProdJir and V-P&N. If we can control the 
Dedekind cut structure of our basic ultra6lters which we use in these amalgama- 
tions, we can build many non-order-isomorphic ultraproducts. In a later section, 
we will show how to take towers of ultrafilters to obtain c such ultraproducts. In 
this section we will construct selective ultraulters with specikd dedekind cuts. 
We will build these ultrafilters by Glling in as many Dedekind cuts as possible. We 
use using the term ‘fill in’ a Dedekind cut for the following concept. If % is a cut 
in an ultraproduct %-Prod& then we define the type 3% as 
If a real g in another model of ZFC realizes this type over a larger ultrafilter, we 
saythatgfiusin%. 
First we make the following definition. We say that an npuf % is an a-qecti 
-if 
(1) Cofinality of 9 = Ly. 
(2) Coinitiality of U = Ly. 
(3) All Dedekind cuts in %-FrodN are either (cw, &cuts for some p or 
(c, c)-cuts. 
(4) If V;ler << El*, then there is an (ar, a)-Dedekind cut % in %-Prod N with 
v11l*~=w~* 
Observe that an lu-special ultrafilter is a-<-saturated. Also observe that 8 
saturated ultrafilter is c-special. 
Let .kt k ZFc + “K ii a sttongly teg&t uncoumable cardinal”. Let P, 
G be as &ote and kt % be any npuf in A. Then for each uncountable, regular 
lu<K, thete exist in [G] 2” Ly-special ulttqiiltets W which inch& % and ate 
selective. 
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Proof. As before, fix a bijection # in JU from K + a! onto K and form maps 
G1, Gz from K x a! into o and Q! x o into o respectively by G&r, n) = 
G@(a), n) and G&F, n)=G(#(k+ a), n). Take 3dc’ to be &[G1] so that 
JIc[G] = J(d’[G,]. Then we may apply the following lemma, taking the 44, K, G of 
the lemma to be our Jt’, Gz, cy. We take the ultrafllter % in the lemma to be any 
of the 21 ultrafrlters %’ in Jt’ which extend our given ultrafrlter %. We will then 
obtain 2K distinct extensions of % in &[G] each of which is cu-special nd 
selective. 
b?mma. tit d be a model of ZFC sati@ng “CO <cof@) = K 6 c” and “c is 
strongly regular”. Let P, G be as before, and 1Qt % be any npuf in A. Then in 
Jac[G] there exists a selective K-special ultraj&.- %’ which includes %. 
Note that K S cA implies that cAL = ~(~2 = cqG] for each of our intermediate 
submodels J&,. Hence we use c unambiguously in this context. Also note that for 
each US K, & will satisfy “c is strongly regular”. 
We again work in JIC[G]. We construct, for each CJ < K, ultrafilters qO, and Qa, 
an ordinal y(a), and functions fa, ha, d,,, e, so that the following requirements 
are satisfied: 
(1) cc qcV]- 
(5) If P < 0, then p(B) <p@) ad Q$ s %@I c Q4,= 
(6) If % is a (v, v)-Dedekind cut in qal-Prod JV with (v, v) # (c, c), then % is 
filled in S-Prod JV-. 
(7) fo, h,, da, e, are all in Jdcrc(oI+I and are all non-standard over Q&,. 
(8) Ifp>q then %~~~<fo<ha~fo+dO<hs. 
(9) If c is any function in J&,) non-standard over Q$+ then a0 k da <c < 
e,&-(f,<c<h,). 
(10) If c is any function in J$,, non-standard over q,,l, then c is in the top 
constellation f %a. 
For each a < K, take ~(a) to be the first ordinal p that 
(1) vr < 0 s > P(r), 
(2) (%Ir-MqB~ 
(3) (uLL4))r4-48. 
Then take (&lo, to be an ultrafilter in &) which contains the union of % with all 
the preceding N. We now deline the construction f 9&. 
Find a Dedekind cut (& in Q$, so that [fslpl c % c [h&, for all z > 0. Such a
cut may be found in the model J&,, by induction hypothesis (8), and by 
condition (3) of the definition of y(a). Now let YO(x, y) be the type which 
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wa of the union of {n <x < F 1 F non-standard over %&,I} and {F C y < 
y +X c H 1 [Fwlo, < C C [Hlqe,}. Note that type TO is consistent over Q&. 
LetZ&(z)bethetype{z>FIFE 
For each De&kind cut 9 in ~&od~ which is a & j@cut for @I or 
&cc, form the type !Es as de&d above. Note that any such cut may be 
determined from a sequence a&al in its lower segment or coinitial in its upper 
segments. Si at least one of these cardinals is less than c, 9 is determined 
from a map in ecc. By strongregularity, there are no more than c of these. 
Collapsing Theorem to find a selective ultrafilter K 
to)+1 in which all of these types &, and SO and T1 are 
,fo to be functions in #&+l, which realize the type TO 
S&f’, &,). Then put ha =f@ + d,. Finally take e, to be a 
real&s The reader should observe that we have now fullilled 
over all o< K of the s. Clearly 4tl’ is an 
u&raiilter which includes %. We now check that it is ~qecial. It follows from 
recur&n condition (9) that the sequences E= and & form Ir-length sequences, 
and coin&l in the non-standard part of %‘-Prod&‘, which 
well-ordered and anti~well-ordered by +. Hence we have 
cognality and coinitiality both K. 
We now check that there are R-K cuts between any two functions Fo, Fl for 
which 1F,<+. <C Fl. Note that the sequences j& and ha define a Dedekind cut in 
the ultraproduct with the differences h,,-fo coin&l in the model. We will 
therefore translate this cut, via addition, to a cut between & and 4. 
We now check that there are no Dedekind cuts of the form (B, 6) with at least 
one #3,6 distinct from c, and both distinct from K. Fix two such regular cardinals 
sand& LetL,Ubesubsetsof ~‘-prod~sothatLisaninitialsegment, Ua 
final segment, L < U, and cd(L) = /3 and coin(u) = 6. We will show that (L, U) 
is not a Dedekind cut in the model by proving that there is at least one real k in 
the extension so that L < [k],. < U 
Fix sequences (E&E/~) and (I&. IVES) such that the I;; form an 
increasing sequence aSnal in L and the & form a decreasing sequence coinitial 
in U since JB#K, we may find an a<~ and an XEJU such that x is an 
increasing map from 3 into 3 and the sequence F’ E&, where FL =&,,. For 
the case fl< K this is immediate from the Generic Support Lemma, taking x to be 
the identity map. We now prove this statement for the case j!? C K. Find a name fi 
for the map F. Here we view F as a map from /3 x o into o by F(v, n) = F,(n). 
For each v C @, let & be the natural name for F, given by 
p forces &ti)=k iff p forces P(&ii)=k. 
For each V, we need may find an a< K so that RV is supported on (a x m). 
ObservethatforatleastoneaC~, thesetS,={vI&issupportedonaxo} 
has cardinal@= Do Find such an a, and note that & E A. Let x be its 
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enumeration and define a name P’(d, n) = #‘h(v), n]. Note that fi’ is supported 
on Jlc, and that, with this x and with the mapF’ given above, we have 
F’ = den&‘) and F’ E A&,. 
We may apply the same argument to the sequence (H,, 1 Y E 6), to obtain an 
ordinal Q < K and an increasing map y E Jcc from 6 into 6 so that the subsequence 
H’ given by HL = Hyt,‘, is in 4. NOW choose one o so that both F’ and H’ me b 
A&). In this model, from 
Note that by regularity of j3. 6, the sets L’, U’ will be respectively co6nal and 
coinitial in L, U in Q&Prod Jv: Consider the following two cases. In the first case, 
if (L, U) is not a Dedekind cut in qal, then there will be some k E J& so that 
L’ < [kJ+, < U’. In the other case, if (L’, U’) is a Dedekind cut, then it will be 
f&d in by a real k E J&)+~ so that we have L’ < [klWa < U’. In either case, we 
have that L< [k]** < U, which completes both the verification that ‘%I’ is 
~-special, and the proof as a whole. Cl 
Remark. We will only use the structure of ‘&Prod@, <) of the cu-special 
ultrafilters %’ constructed above. If we had needed it, we could have required 
that these ultrafilters be a-saturated. We would carry out the same construction, 
except that in constructing %& we would satisfy all types of cardinality SQ! 
consistent over ‘4&l. 
3.9. Towers of special ultrajilters 
In this section we show that when K> o, and is an uncountable, strongly 
regular cardinal in 4, then in Jlc[G] there exist cqG] ultrafilters whose 
ultraproducts of (w, C) are pairwise non-isomorphic. We will work in the 
extension, using only the following property, which was proved in the previous 
section. 
Vn E o - (0}, there exists a w,-special ultratiter. 0 4’ 
Note that this property and K&rig’s Theorem imply that c 3 o, +l. 
Recall the construction of towers of ultrafilters from Chapter 2. If (%” 1 n E w ) 
is a sequence of ultrafilters, and if OCR = Tow(( %” 1 n E CD)), then %Prod JV 
includes as initial segments isomorphic copies of @, @ ‘%I 09 l l - QD %“Prod JV for 
each n E o. Indeed if we let i, be the elementary embedding of this tensor 
product into ‘ICr-Prod Crr, and if when m < n we let &“n be the natural elementary 
embedding of %&Cl@ l @‘3&-ProdN into s@%,@-*@%“ProdJC 
then we have that the composition of i, with im,n is i,. Note that these maps are 
SSd elementary embeddings. 
Now for each n E w-(O), fix an w,-special ultrafilter ‘4&. For any function 
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f~?o, let +=Tow(t v(~)+l~ 1 n E o ), which we will call the tower obtained 
from fi We will now show that the towers obtained from distinct one-to-one 
fkmctions yield ultraproducts which are not order-isomorphic. Since there are c 
one-to-one functions, we will get c non4somorphic ukaproducts. 
Fti we introduce some notation. For j = 1,2 let & be the initial segment 
everything which precedes the isomorphic copy of 
the standard part of ?4?rodN; &+I is the image of 
M under the natural embedding. Let %i be the 
cut in ‘y;-prod J whose initial segment is Pi. 
Now iet @ be some fixed isomorphism from ~l-Prod(o, C) to ‘vz-prod(o, C). 
We will show by induction that tin E o: 
(1) !P”(C) = CL 
(2) fi(@ =MO- 
At stage n, assume for induction hypothesis that (1) and (2) hold for all m en. 
Ok= that Pi is precisely the set of points p in ‘Vi,prod JV such that the set of 
cardinals a! which appear as ((u, cu)-Dedekind cuts below p equals a(m) 1 m < n}. 
(The assumption that f is one-to-one is used here.) By induction hypothesis, 
(fi(m) 1 m en} = u2(m) 1 m en}. Clearly qb maps 1: onto 1:. To prove (2), 
observe that the coinitiality of the upper segment of %i isfi(n). From (1) we have 
#UC) = C2, so MO must equal fi(n)- 
3.10. Tower uhtaproducts of (0, +, *) 
In this section, we will show how to obtain c non-isomorphic ultraproducts of a 
countable structure when ~20~. The structure will be the standard structure 
(0, +, *) of Peano Arithmetic. We will work entirely in J(C[G], and assume that 
K a o3 and is strongly regular. The only property of the extension that we will use 
is 
c 3 o3 and there exist an ultrafilter C1 which is ol-special, a s 
which is ~2qecial, and a saturated ultrafilter N. ( ) ** 
For the purposes of the following discussion, 6x ultrafilters C1, s and N with 
these properties. Call a function f from 0 into 3 = (0, 1,2) ulternuting if for all 
n E o, f(n) #f (n + l), . It is clear that the cardinality of the set of alternating 
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functions is C. With this convention, let % be the tower obtained from 6 defined 
as in the previous section. We will show that if fi, f2 are alternating, then the 
towers obtained from them will yield non-isomorphic ultraproducts of (0, +, *). 
Fix two towers V’, V2 obtained from alternating functions fi, h. For j = 1 and 
2, let &,A; be defined as in the proof of the preceding section, and let 
@ = ‘V@rod A’. Let %< be the Dedekind cut (I!,, #-fi) in @. Now consider 
the set of Dedekind cuts which occur in a,, -In. By the Tower Structure Theorem 
of Chapter 2, this set may be partitioned as follows. Each Dedekind cut 9 
occurring here falls into exactly one of the following two categories: 
(1) Those cuts 9 for which there exist a 9% %i, a parameter p E @, and a 
binary function f such that fp is an internal similarity near 9, and f,(9) = 9. 
(2) Those cuts 9 for which there exists a cut 9’ in Q$~~,+@rod N such that 
D = i(W), where i is the natural embedding of ~j~~j+l]-pfod JV into 9X 
J%is motivates the following definition. If @, 9 are Dedekind cuts in a model 
of~,wifh9~~,wesaythatDisoldaboveQifthereexistacut0’d~,a 
parameter p from the model, and a binary function f which is an internal 
similarity near 9’, such that 9 =f,(S’). Otherwise we say that 9 is new above 
%. It should be observed that if V1 C & and 9 is new above %&, then it is also 
new above %i. The Dedekind cuts described in (1) above are precisely those cuts 
that are old above Vi: those described in (2) are precisely the new ones. The key 
fact is 
&em. Let .#, $3 be models of SW and let @ be a (+, +)-isomorphism porn d 
onto 4E). Let %,9 be Dedekind cuts in d with 9 > %. Then e(9) is new above 
#(%) iff 9 is now above %. 
Proof. Recall from Chapter 2 the binary function P which had the property that, 
for every binary function fi 95& b 
Vn Vp 3e Vm G n f (m, p) = P(m, e). 
P is definable in the language containing (+, *), and is therefore preserved by 
9. That is, Va 0, l9 a a 2# EA ~Wao,al)=a2 iff BW#(ao), 9(ad]=a2- 
Now suppose that 9 is old above Ce. Find a, b, p from A, a function f E “‘a, 
and a cut 9’ which witness the oldness of 9 above %, so that a c 9’ <b, fp is an 
internal similarity on (a, b), and&,@‘) = 9. 
Now apply the axiom schema (#) described above to find an e EA so that 
A Nm s b f (m, p) = P(m, e). 
Then P, is an internal similarity on (a, 6) and P,(W) = 9. Then Pete1 is an 
internal similarity on ($(a), e(b)), and P~&B’) = $(9). Also #(B’)s #(U)G 
#(a). Hence q#$3) is old above e(U). This establishes half of the lemma. To 
prove the converse, simply apply the same argument to the inverse 9-l. 0 
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We are now prepared to establish the main result of &is section. 
Fii such an isomorphism 
mf, we again establish by 
(1) fi(n) =I%)* 
(2) 4qin+*) = z!a+2e 
g ihe same notation as in the previous 
tit %{ be the Dedekind cut whose lower segment is Pi, as described above. By 
the induction hypotheses, @ maps 1: onto If; hence #(%t) = %i. (For n = 0, this 
fdows fkon the f&t that order isomorphisms preserve the standard part). But 
then the coinitiality of the upper segment of %i which is equal to fi(n), must 
equal the coinitiality of the upper segment of Vi, which isfi(n). This establishes 
(1) 
;b prove (2), consider a point x E lt+l. We want to show that e(x) E e+% We 
will prove this by contradiction, using the fact that 0 preserves newness and 
oldness of cuts. Utiortunately, the proof requires that we consider several cases 
separately. The different cases essentially depend on whether or not one of the 
ultrafilters involved is the saturated uhrafilter. In each of the following cases, we 
assume that #(x) $ Iz n+2 and seek a contradiction. Our assumption implies that 
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Gase I: fi(n) =fi(n) =0 rurd fi(n + 1) = 1. Fiid a Dedekind cut 9 C+(X) 
cu2)-cut new above %t+i. Such a cut exists because Im+2 contains 
-Prod~V’ under the natural embedding, and the (02, 02)-cuts in 
this ~2qecial ultraproduct are isomorphic, viaj,,l, to cuts which are new above 
V2 r+f. Now since + preserves newness of cuts, e-‘(9) must be new above 
#-l(%z+l). (We have not yet established that #(%i+l) = %“,+,. Indeed this is 
precisely what we are trying to show.) Note that %t c #-'(%z) c +"(iB) cx. 
Now 9 is an (02, 02)-cut new above #“(%@. But (a2, 02)-cuts which occur 
below x cannot occur as images of cuts from 4&,+;-Prod JV so they must be old 
above %f, and are therefore old above #-‘(a:,,). Thus g-‘(9) must be both 
aid and new above #-‘(%~+i), which is a contradiction. 
C&e II: fi(n) =fi(n) = 1 andfi(n + 1) = 0. This case is similar to case I, except 
that the roles of o1 and o2 are reversed. 
Case III: fi(n) =fi(n) = 0 and fi(n + 1) = 2. Find a Dedekind cut 9 c e(x) 
which is a (c, u)&cut new above %z+,. Again we have cfi< #-‘(%~+i)< 
#-l(%z+l) <x. Now the cut $-‘(%f+,) is a (c, o&cut, and as such cannot be the 
image of a Dedekind cut in the 02qecial ultraproduct 9&,+i-ProdK Hence it 
is both old and new above %i, a contradiction. 
Case IV: fi(n) =fi(n) = 1 ad h(n) = 2. This case is similar to Case III, with 
the roles of o1 and o2 reversed. 
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Case V: fi(n) =fi(n) = 2, and f2(n + 1) = k, for k = 0 or 1. Find a Dedekind 
cut 9 C@(X) which is an (oI~+~, wk+&cut new above a:+,. Again we have 
et c #-1(%i+1) < #-‘(gz+I) CX. Now the cut #-‘(%f+I) is an @I~+~, ~~+&cut, 
nnot be the image of a Dedekind cut in the saturated ultraproduct 
JK Hence we have a cut which is both old and new above %t, a 
contradiction. 
This completes the proof that ~J”(I:+~) s e+* To get that @“Ii+l = c+2, apply 
the same argument to the inverse map q/~-l. This completes the proof. 0 
Corohty. Let Jcd EZFC + ~&K)(K) = K 2 a~,,,~ and let P and G be as above. 
Then in A[G] there is a family of cMGl ukraj%ers whose ultraproducti of 
(a, +, *) are non-isomorphic. 
3.11. Many skies 
We have constructed in d[G] saturated ultraf%ers and ultraElters with 
arbitrary coinitiality, and have shown how to make these selective. We now 
observe that we can make these ultraf3ters to be very different from selectives. fn 
this section we will construct ultrafilters of arbitrary coinitiality and no least 
nonstandard sky. Also we will show to build a saturated model so that the skies 
form a saturated dense linear order. Again we will build our ultrafilters by 
constructing pieces %& of them in intermediate submodels. Before, we used 
Cohen reals to fill in Dedekind cuts. Now we will use them to fill in Dedekind 
cuts between skies. That is, if X, Y are classes of functions such that all the 
functions from X are in lower skies over % than all the functions from Y (we 
write X -a Y in this situation), then we may place a Cohen real between X and 
Y so that it is in a higher sky than any function from X and in a lower sky than 
any function from Y. We may do this while preserving all skies in the ground 
model ultrafilter and realizing c types. The main lemma required to do this is 
stated below. The proof of this essentially involves mixing the GOT lemma, the 
binary tree argument and the Preservation of Skies Lemma of Chapter 2. 
timplete preserviag Lemma. Let Al be a model of ZFC, 8 generic over A, and 
% an npuf in A. Let (T& [id]) 1 o E c”) be a sequence in A of types conskent 
over %. Let ((L,, U=) 1 r E C) be a sequence of partitions of (00)” such that 
VZ < C, L, <<<(Al UT. Ther in A[G] there exists an ultrafilter W containing till and 
there exists a sequence of functions (k; 1 z E c) such that: 
(1) Each type 9’ b realized in %&Prod N. 
(2) L, <<l&* g, <<(pL’ u, vz c c. 
(3) If fo, fi are functions from A with fo K<Q fi then fo <<&I* 
Proof. We proceed as in the proof of the Complete Collapsing Lemma to define, 
for each path X through the binary tree, a real gx. Again let (X, 1 z E C) and 
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( Ya 10 cz c) be enumerations of two disjoint subcollections of the set of paths 
through the binary tree. We will write g, for gx,, and g: for gym. 
Let 9 be the set of skies of ‘M’rod K For each s E 9, choose ip function fi so 
in Jc[G], we consider the family of sets s which is the 
]r<c,crCc}where 
Now any ultraG&r 9’ which contains 4DF will have the required properties. The 
are precisely those which guarantee that the skies of 61 are preserved, 
guarantee that the sky of g, will be placed in the Dedekiud cut of 
skies given by (&, I&) and 3& cons&s of those sets which give us that g: realizes 
the type se. It therefore sufhces to show that *has the FII? 
Of course, a typical &rite subfamily from *will contain finitely many sets from 
the 3rts and Enitely many of the es. These descriptions of these sets will refer 
to finitely many g,‘s. In order to keep the notation from becoming totally 
incomprehensible, we will illustrate the proof with only two such g,‘s. We will call 
these g1 and g2. It will be clear how to generalize this argument to cover the case 
where the number of the g,‘s is arbitrary. 
There is no loss in generality in considering a single set A EC, and finitely 
m811)r a03 . . . . a,, each with a single Ri E Toi. We will write gi for g&. We may 
also consider a single function F. We may assume that F is increasing, so that 
F(F(n)) B F(n) Vn E w. We will assume that our fEte subfamily involves skies 
so, Sl, . . . , Sk, Sk+19 sk+Z, . . . , sk+ja sk+j+la sk+j+Z, l l l s Sk+j+n, where the 
variables have been labelled so that si=Si’ when i <i’. We will let fi be the 
function& The indices have been chosen so that if (&, U1) and (&, U2) are the 
Dedekind cuts which are to be filled in by gl and g2 respectively, we have that 
G]OGisk}rL1, Cf;:Ik<iSk+j+n}s&, f&IO6%k+j)c&, and 
Cfj(R+j<isk+j+n}c_U2. Itwillbesufhcienttoflndana~Awith 
(1) FB(a)] <f+&z) when i 6 j + k + n & i # k, k + j, 
(2) FDXrr)l < gl(a)* f [fk+i(a)l< gz(a), 
t3) Ft&(a)l %+l(a)~ F[g,(cr)] <fi+k+l(@), 
(4) R&i(U), a] holds Vi s m. 
Fmd functions h 0, h It . = l , Ii, from 4 such that Vi srn, % k Ri(hi, id). Let 
z =E$J 1 &[b(a), II]}. Then Ei E (itd. Let E be the intersection of A with 
09 I~ . . l , Em. Clearly E E %. Apply the Sky Preserving Lemma of Chapter 2 
to fmd a sequence of natural numbers yo, yl, . . . ,'Yk+j+n-1 with the following 
properties: 
(I) F(Yi) < Yi+l for i#k, k+j, 
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(2) F[F(yi)] <yi+l for i = k, k + j, 
(3) E’ = {a E E 1 f/+k+Ja) )yj+~+~-l &fi(a) = yi Vi <k + j + n - 1) is i&mite. 
We will find an a E E’ with gl(a) = F@k), g*(a) = F(yk+j)* Any such a mill 
sati@ the first three of our requirements on a; indeed the first two properties for 
the y’s guarantee this. It is important to realize that alghough the F’s come from 
Jld[G], the F(yi)‘S are tied natural numbers, so that A’ is in the ground model A. 
But then {a E E’ 1 g,‘(a) = hi(a), Vi s m & gl(a) = F(yk) &g*(a) = FOl,+k)} is in- 
finite, hence nonempty. This follows from the fact that g,, g2 and g; arise from 
the application of the generic real g to distinct paths through the binary tree, and 
from the fact that E’, IQ'S and the constant functions yi are dl in At. But any a 
chosen from this set will work, and the proof is complete. Cl 
With the Complete Preserving Lemma, we may build Lu-special ultrafllters 
which are (Y-safuTafed and whose skies form an cw-saturated dense linear order. 
These may be obtained for any uncountable, regular o! 3 K. This is the content of: 
SaturaU of Skies IYworem. Let 3cdlGFC + “K is strongly regular and 
zncountabW, and let P and G be as above. Let ti be any npuf in A. Let u be any 
uncountab~ regular card&ml SK. Then in &[G] there e&t 2” u&rajilters %’ such 
that % s W and W is an cu-special uitr@er wiwse skies form a &se linear or&r 
of car- K which is amzturated. 
Roof. We proceed as in the proof of the existence of cu-special selective 
uhafilters. First we add K Cohen reals to form an intermediate submodel Jcc’ in 
which Q4 has 2K extensions. Then we add Q! Cohen reals. We recursively define, 
for cash o C a, ultrafilters qaI, Q&, and ordinals ~(0) satisfying the conditions 
(1) through (9) of that proof. In pIa= of condition (l@), which gave us selectivity, 
wealsosatis@ 
(10) For all r < a, if fo,fi are functions in AN(r)+1 such that fo mq efi, 
then fo -,,,f,* 
(II) Hfo, fi me functions io J&,) such that fO e9cb, <<< fl, then fO esc, fi. 
(12) If % = (L, u) is a (v, v)-Dedekind cut in %lO1-Prod N with (v, v) # (c, c) 
and L e U, then there exists 2 function g in A,(,,j+1 such that L esz b]% esc Li. 
To construct (l!$,, we apply the Sky Preserving Lemma of Chapter 2. To 
construct Q&,, we use the Complete Preserving Lemma given above, using the 
same cardinality calculations as we did when constructing special, selectke 
ultrafilters. We then take %’ to be the union of {R 1 z < K}. The verification that 
% has the desired properties is similar to the verifications in earlier proofs. The 
only new property to check is that the skies have cardinality K. This follows from 
the fact that the skies are an a-saturated dense linear order, and cy 3 ol. One 
may embed the ratio&s into the collection of skies in an order preserving way, 
and then use countable saturat;sn to extend this embedding to the reals. Thus 
there must be continuum many skies. 
W;P could also construct these ultrafilters to be ar-saturated. By 
remarks made in Chapter 2, these ultra6lters are not sums of other ult&lters, 
even though they have many skies. UltMlters with this property are said to ix 
minimal in the Rudin-Frolik order, Definitions and properties of this order may 
be found in [18] and [S]. Of cowse, the ultrafilters in the theorem can be sums of 
uh&lter. Indeed, the collection of ultraElters having the model-theoretic 
described in the theorem is closed under the formations of tensor 
obtain a tensor product which extends some ultrafilter in the ground 
model, we may start with a tensor product in the ground model, use the theorem 
to construct extensions of each of the factors with the stated properties, and then 
eutensions. 
UltraGlters whose skies form a dense linear order have many proper initial 
submodels. This is dkussed more ful!y i51 Chapter 4 in the section 
of low saturated ultra6lters’. 
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As stated in the beg,inning of this chapter, we are primarily interested in the 
model obtained by adding K Cohen reals to a model of ZFC + GCH. Let us now 
summa&e the results we have obt&ned for this model. Throughout this section 
b~+~-l-a,<cof(~)=~. Note that this implies that 
‘. Then given any npuf ti in A, there are, for each 
property listed below, 2’ ultr&lters W in the forcing extension which contain 9 
and satisfy the property. In properties (2) (4), and (5), Q! may be any 
uncountable, regular cardinal CK, and in property (5) fi may be any uncountable, 
regular GWdilUl <K. 
(1) W is saturated and selective. 
(2) ’ is espial and selective. 
(3) ’ is saturated and its skies form a saturated dense linear order of 
cardmahtyc. 
(4) @ is mpecial and its skies form an a-saturated dense linear order of 
cardinality c. 
(5) The top sky of Q&Prod JV has coinitiality = cy and co&&y = j3. 
Also, in the extension there are 2” distinct ultrafilters having cofinality = /J and 
coinitiality =cy, where Q! and jT# are any two uncountable, regular cardinals. If 
K.u~, there are c ultrafilters whose ultraproducts of (0, +, *) are pairwise 
non-isomorphic. If K > a,, there are c ultrafilters whose ultraproducts of (0, <) 
are pairwk non-isomorphic. 
Thus we see that when CH is vioiated by adding Cohen reals, we create a 
model-theoretically rich class of ultrafilters. 
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3.13. The singular case 
In the previous sections of this chapter, we have often assumed that R is 
regular. Now we consider the case where K is singular. Throughout this section, 
we will assume that & BZFC + GCH. G will be an A-generic map from K x o 
into o. We will consider ultrafllters in the model Jlc[G]. Of course, we do not 
consider the case when cof(K) = o, since in this case adding K Cohen reals will 
make the continuum K+. However, we will allow K to be any cardinal of 
uncountable co&tity. As an example, consider the case K = ocul. 
In most of our constructions in previous sections, we built ultrafrlters CpLz which 
were in an intermediate submodel A&. Now we need slightly more complicated 
intermediate submodels. If XE K, and X E A, let & be the model M[G 1 X x 
CO]. Note that if Q E K, then Q is also a ground model subset of K, and in this case 
our new definition of &, agrees with our former definition. When K was regular, 
any subset x E ex(~) is contained in some ordinal o, and so & = 4. When K 
is singular, this is no longer the case. Hence ~(0) will no longer be an ordinal; it 
will now be a ground model subset of K of cardinal&y CK. Observe that with this 
m-cation, the proofs in the section on ‘Counting ultrafilters’ are valid in this 
case. 
It is also clear that the Selective Coflnality-Coinitiality Theorems hold for this 
model as well. These theorems gave us the existence of selective ultrafilters 
having cofinality and coinitiality cu, for Q! any uncountable, regular cardinal CK. 
These theorems relied on the regularity of (Y, and used no assumption about K, so 
they apply in this situation as well. Of course, we may again take tensor products 
to obtain ultrafilters of arbitrary allowable coinitiality and coflnality. Also observe 
that the Sky Co6nalityCoinitiality Theorem is also valid in this case. 
What about saturation? It is clear that we cannot have <-saturated ultrafilters, 
since the existence of these implies that c is regular. One might ask what can 
occur when c is singular. We will define a concept of saturation which is 
consistent with the singularity of c. Formally, we call an ultrafilter irregularly- 
saturated if 
(1) c is cofmal in the ultraproduct and coinitial in the non-standard part. 
(2) Every Dedekind cut either has c cofinal in the lower segment or coinitial in 
the upper segment. 
(3) Between any two galaxies, there exist Dedekind cuts formed by sequences 
from both top and bottom of length c. 
Now if c is regular, then every irregularly saturated ultraproduct is c-saturated. 
However if c is singular, it is still possible for an ultraproduct to be irregularly 
saturated. Indeed if A k(GCH & o C cof(K) C K), then in A[G] we will have 
irregularly saturated ultraproducts. To build such an ultrafilter, we start with an 
ultrafilter in JU. Then we add o1 Cohen reals, satisfying all types. Next we add 02 
Cohen reals to satisfy the o2 types which we now have. Of course, the ultrafllters 
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be in some intermediate submodel p(u), where p(a) is a ground 
1~c of ca&.&ty less than K. Adding at Cohen reals to one of the 
means that we find a new ground model subset r’(u) of K so that 
rp’(sa) and I@(a) - p(cr)l = a. We iterate this construction through all 
m below K, and take the union. The resdting uhdibr arill have the 
an a-sped ultrafilter needs to be modified slightly if tc is 
Previously, a a-sped ultra&r had Dedekind cuts of (a, a), (a, /9) 
any’@ K, and (K, K). Instead Of (K, K)SUtS, We IloW dOW OUr special 
t&afUms to have (cof (K), cof (K&cuts. Now consider the proof of the existence 
ultrafkrs. F”lrst we added K Cohen reals, then we added a more. At 
the second construction, we filled in all Dedekind cuts in the 
1 which were not (x, i+Dedekind cuts. We argued that there were 
not of this f6rm, and we then used the Complete Collapsing Theorem 
to fill all of them in. We computed the number of such cuts to be less than or 
equal to the number of maps from initial segments of K into R; this equalled K by 
stzong regularity. This computation is no longer valid. However the number of 
Dedekind cuts which have /3 on one side, for p#cof(~) is actually given by the 
number of map3 from @ into an initial segment of K. With GCH in A, we may 
conclude that there are only hp of these. Then the cutstofillinisequal 
to the total of the number of cuts with j3 on one noverall/S<Kwith 
fi #oof(~). This number is clearly K. Hence we may still apply the complete 
a&qsing Lemma and ii!l in all these cuts. Thus we have in this model a-special 
uhrafbm, fix any uncountable regular a < K, wi?h a-sped redefkd m above. 
It is dear that with this definition of aspecial we may carry out the Tower 
arguments, so that in this model there are still c nonGsomorphic ultrapowers of 
(cu, <). We n+zed to make one slight adjustment. In the previous proof we built 
towers using all one-to-one functions in “0; now we should use only functions 
fkom o into (o - {i}) if C&(K) = o~+~. In other words, when K = o,,, we do not 
want to put 6016pecial ultrafilters into our towers. After moCfying the proof in 
this way, we see that this result does in fact apply, with GCH in’ the ground model 
to d K > a,,, of uncountable &nality. 
3.14. Grorurd model represdn 
The last result we establish about Cohen forcing is the existen= in the Cohen 
extension, of an npuf ti such that each %-equivalence class in the extension has a 
ground-model representative. Now for cardinal@ reasons, this can occur only 
when lkl s cy, since the existence of such an ultrafilter implies that FIG] = cd. 
will show that wher, CH holds in JU, this necessaq condition is sufficient. 
Theorem. Let 44 kZFC + CH + K < o2 and let G 
existi 41~ npuf % such that for all functions 
[G] there e&s a&n&on FE such that {n 1 f(n) = F(n)} E .%. 
To prove 
forcing. 
the theorem, we will the following e=Y lemma about Cohen 
Lemnma. If fi A ate in Jl[G], f E % and A an injkite subset of o, then there 
exists a function Fjkom 3cd such that {a E A 1 f(a) = F(a)} is infinite. 
hof dllmrem. We work in A[G]. Note that k < m2 implies that CH holds in 
the extension. Let {A, 1 a< aal} be an enumeration of 9(m). Let cfa 1 a< al} 
be an enumeration of %. We build a sequence &, a</3 of subsets of o and a 
sequence of functions F,, a! C ml with F, e A, so that the following requirements 
are satisfied for each cxc al. 
(1) & is an i&rite subset of c0. 
(2) I& is almost a subset of E@, V/3 C cy. 
(3) Va E & fata) = F,(a). 
All finite intersections fkom {& 1 cu< oI} are in&rite, so we may find an npuf Q4 
containing it. This 9 works since E, s {a 1 f*(a) = Fe(a)}, so that [fa]* = [Fe]*. 
Hence each function fa is equivalent over 94 to the grox. 1 model function Fo. 
To construct &, assume for induction hypotheses that (l), (2) hold for all 
/3 < ar. Let s= {Es I @ c a). Note that S is countable and is closed under finite 
intersections. Hence we may find an infinite H which is ahnost a subset of each? 
Now apply the lemma to find a ground model FQ so that {a E H 1 f=(a) = F,(a)} is 
infinite. Let E, be this set and observe that conditions (1), (2), (3) are now 
satisfied. This completes the proof. Cl 
Remark. % can never contain an npuf from A This is a consequence of the 
following general fact: If .IU is an inner model of A’ which contains reals not in 
A, then no npuf 9 in At can be extended to a %’ in 4’ so that the functions from 
JIG are even dense in the ultraproduct. We prove the contrapositive of this 
statement below. First recall that IR is the Euclidean line. To show that two 
models of set theory contain the same elements of %I is equivalent o showing 
that they contain the same elements of R. This is the content of the next lemma: 
Lem. Let Jcc. be an inner model of A’, both mode& of ZFC. If there exist an 
npuf % E Jl and an npuf W E Jcc’ such that % c_ W and such that the following 
condition is satisfied: 
vb, fi E “w”, Cfolrl C< &]%# implies 3F E “WA”: W kfo < F < fi, (*) 
then Iw”= UP“‘. (Hence % = W.) 
Sixe +he galaxies of a non-principal ultraproduct form an infinite dense 
linear order, we may embed the rationals Q in it. Working in 4, let #J be an 
embedding of Q into %-Prod A’, such that if ql, q2 E Q with q1 < 412, then 
&) CC +(q2). Now let t E IRA’. Let 9(x, y) be the type which says that the 
interval &om x to y is inside the image under # of the Dedekind cut in Q 
by r. 
T(x,Y)={9(ql)<x<x+n<Y<~(q3Iq,<r<Q*,AEcu). 
‘I%is amtable type is consistent over W-Rd.& and is hence realized in JId’ 
by functions j&,& Now by (*), we may f&d a function FE 44 so that 
F Cfi. Hence for all q&r C W k #(qo) < F c #(ql). But this is a 
statement isvolving functious fkom since 9&‘, we must have 
<F < #(q& But then fkom we can tirm the Dedekind cut 
r. In other words, 
Butthissetisin . Since r was arbitrary, we have that lRM s IR”, and 
the proof is complete. 0 
In this chapter we examine the model-theoretic properties of ultraproducts in 
of set theory obtained by adding K random reals to a model J& of ZFC. In 
the chapter on Cohen forcing, we saw that a type could be satisfied over a ground 
model ult&lter by a Cohen real if and only if the type was consistent over the 
ult&lter. From this main lemma, we were able to derive many of our results 
rearding ulwters in the extension AG[G]. Now random reals are unlike Cohen 
reals in that they are ‘small’; hence they cannot satisfy types which occur too high 
in the model. In this chapter we will give a characterization of the types that can 
be reahxed by a random real. These types will be called low-consistent. We will 
use this characterization to examine the model-thc4retic properties that can occur 
in random-real models. 
41. memodel 
Throughout this chapter, A will be a model of ZFC, K will be an ordinal in A 
(usually K will be a strongly regular cardinal), and 34 will be the Lebesgue- 
measure algebra on the Baire space of maps from K x o into o as computed in 
A more detailed description of 38 will be provided below. H will denote the 
n& from K X o into o coded by an d-generic ultrafilter on @. Then if we take, 
for each r C K, k(n) = H(z, n), we will obtain K mutually independent reals 
which are random over A. We will make no other general assumptions about AL 
In particular, if we ever need GCH in Ja in a proof, it will be stated explicitly in 
the hypothesis. 
now tiescribe the construction of 3 in slightly more detail. This construc- 
tion can be formalized in ZFC, and should be viewed as taking place in A. Let 9 
denote the set of maps from K x o into o. The Baire topology on 9 is generated 
by taking as a basis all &rite intersections from the family {&n,k 1 a! < m, k E co} 
where 
The Lebesgue measure on the Bore1 sets of 9 is defined by putting 
P(B,.& = 2-(‘+‘I 
and declaring that, for ckinct pairs (cw, n)‘, (a: #, . . . , ((w, Roy’ and for any 
ko, k1, l l l s kj the =-l’Ond& B(ct,,,k)1, B(a,m,k)% . l . p &,n,kj am independ- 
ent. Then P extends uniquely to a probability measure on all the Bore1 sets. 3 is 
then the quotient we obtain from the algebra of Bore1 sets after identifying sets 
whose symmetric difference has P-measure 0. 
If 66 is an &generic ultrafilter on 3, S encodes a map, which we call Hs, from 
K X a) into o in the following manner. For each (cw, n) in K X o, exactly one 
B =,n,& is in 46. This is because the don of these, taken over all k, is equal to la9 
and they are pairwise incompatible. Define &(a, n) to be the unique such k. 
Then JIG[&] =J(d[%?j. We will call H an 3cc-random map from K x o into o. For 
each fiured ar < K, the section ha will be a real random over 4. Moreover, if X is 
any subset of K in d and t is not in X, then h, will be random over 
d[H 1 (XX o)], where H 1 (X x w) designates the restriction of H to X x m. 
Again we will let J& be JQG[H I (t x eo)], so that h, is random over 4. 
A single random real may be viewed as the map coded by an d-generic 
ultrafilter on 5$, where !3& is the Lebesgue measure algebra on “w, defined by 
setting K = 1 in the preceding definition. Solovay showed in [19] that the reals 
random over a model of set theory correspond to the A-generic ultrafilters on C&,. 
In the previous chapter on Cohen forcing, we often worked in the extension 
Jt[G] or &[g]. In the random real case, we will often prove statements about the 
extension d[H] or &[h], where H and h are as above. Often however we will 
choose names for everything in our statement and work in the ground model 4 
JU[H] will be thought of as being the Boolean valued model JU? That is, we may 
prove that something holds in d[H] or Jcd[h] if we show that in JccsD or Jcc% the 
statement has truth value 1. The computation of this truth value is carried out in 
JH. We view the universe of JUT as the class of names given in A. We will use the 
symbols A, 8, fi to denote names. Our conventions will be such that if A is a set 
in A[H], A will be a name whose H-denotation is A. fi will designate the 
canonical name for H. This is given by ]](a: II, k) E &]I= BQ.n,k. Also if A is a set 
in A, A will denote the canonical name for A. This applies to classes as well. In 
particular, J& will be the canonical name for .4 in A? 
If $ is a formula of JP, we will use 116 ]I to designate the truth value of # in 
A? This is a Bore1 set (or rather an equivalence class of Bore1 sets) in 9k P will 
always represent the Lebesgue probability measure on 48, Pll#ll thus represents 
the probability that # holds in the extension 4? Note that if PII#II = 1, then 
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b 4, and if P lltpll= 0, then iHl bl4). oecasionalry we will write P(e) for 
1 to shorten the notation. 
Often we will work with names fer functions and maps. In this case, we will 
view a map as a set of ordered pairs. 0f course, if P is a name, II+ is a map”11 
wiJl be some Bore1 set, not necessarily the 1 of 3. We will usie the notation 
468 n) = &’ to denote the 
f 
formula of set theory: “(II, k) is an element 
of andbtheuniquej (n, i) is in PI’. When we write [l&J) = 611, it 
inthisway. 
model has some properties in common with the Cohen real 
In particular, we have the two lemmas which are given below. The proofb 
are lefi to the reader. 
h?t& 3, H, rbeasabove, and&?tr,a!beordinals 
amapjivmainto& TThenthe~exictrasubsetYof 
that#~A[HIY~cu]. ~npadddw, if~isreguiiar, 
fkenjbWO#lte~<K, @Ed&. 
The second lemma describing the Cohen model was the Generic Functions 
Lemma. That lemma stated that generic reals are frequently equal to any ground 
model function on any infinite ground model set. This lemma fails in the random 
real model. Instead we have the Major&ion Lemma, which is discus& in the 
next section. 
4.2 Small&mination 
onei important Proper y that random 
the ground model majorize allaeals. 
exteusions have is that the reals in 
A proof of this may be found in [ll]. 
This fact has some importaut consequences for our model theory. Consider a 
model s4 of FA in JX[Hl. Observe that if a, b are in the universe of 
~,a~~biffforallfunctionsFfrom~,~~F(a)<b.Inparticular,if~isan 
and f, g are functions in A, and if W is any ultrafilter extending 
express this fact by saying that skies are absolute for random extensions. 
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Another important consequence of the majorixation lemma is the coinitiality 
and cofinality of (the equivalence classes of) the finite-to-one ground model 
functions in the top sky of any ultraproduct in A[H]. This fact was established in 
a slightly broader context in the ‘Dominating and unbounded families’ section in 
Chapter 2. 
Of course, we will be primarily interested in the case when K is a cardinal in Jcd 
which is greater than cd, so that caM > c”. But then (7~)” forms a dominating 
sdlPm,sothatA: D S cd < cam. The statement KD < c we denote by SD, which 
abbreviates “There exists a small dominating family”. We now have that 
A[H] c=ZFC + SD. 
It is easy to see that one theorem of 2PC-t SD is “No ultrafilter on o is 
saturatd’. This follows since the coinitiality and cofinality of all skies are sxp 
which is CC, which implies that the cofinality of every ultrafilter will be too small 
for saturation. Indeed in the most interesting case when JU KH, we see that 
Ku=KD = al, so all skies will have cofinality and coinitiality ol. 
Thus we cannot have saturated ultra6lters in the random real model. 
Nevertheless some of our program from the Cohen case may be carried out in the 
random real case; It is clear that we cannot use random reals the way we used 
Cohen reals to satisfy any type over an ultrafilter-the random reals are too 
‘small’, and hence they must be placed fairly ‘low’ in the ultraproduct. However, 
this will be the only restriction on random reals; we will be able to use them to 
realize types which occur SulIiciently low in the ultraproduct. In a later section, 
we will develop some of the theory about random reals. In this development, we 
will need to use the Borel-Cantelli Lemmas, which are given in the next section. 
4.3. The Borel-Cantelli lemmas 
Often we will be considering names for maps from a ground model set B into 
0. We will say that the name P is an independent ~me for a map on B i# for 
distinct bo, bl, . . . , bj from B, and ko, kl, . . . , kj from o the truth V&ES 
I&60) = &[I, II&&) = k& . . . , llfi(6j) = &jll are independent events in the 
measure algebra 9K We will often call such a name an independent map on B. 
When B=o, or B= nW, we will Say that P is an independent jhnction. An 
alternate definition can be given if one views P(b) as random variables in A; then 
8 is independent iff for distinct b’s the random variables P(b) are independent 
random variables. 
We will say that A is an independent subset of B iff the name for the 
characteristic map on A is an independent map on B. Note that if Eb is any 
indexed sequence of ground-model subsets of o (indexed in the ground model), 
and if 8 is an independent name for a function on B, then the name for 
(6 E B 1 P(b) E Eb} is an independent subset of B. 
We will often construct ultrafilters in the extension by showing that a certain 
family of subsets has the PIP. Of course, if % is an npuf in some model 
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set E will meet every set in 9 i# it meets every set infinitely often. We may apply 
the Borel-Cantelli lemmas of probability theory to this situation. These laws allow 
one to compute the probability that, of a given infinite sequence of events, 
infinitely many of them occur. The Lemmas given below are essentially 
trauslations of the BoreLCantelli lemmas into the language of random-real 
forcing, and will hereafter be called the First and Second BC Lemmas. Proofs of 
may be found in any standard probability text. For example, see [l]. 
LetA beanamein S and let B an ii$nite subset 
is l U &joint jkm B”)I equakk lS if the series 
Wearenot assuming that [IA is a subset of 011 is lS. To the extend that 
be a subset of o, it will also to that extent be almost disjoint from B. 
Let A be an h&pen&t name for a subset of 0. 
TIien I16Vi meets B jiequently”~~ equals 0 
) conveges, and equak lS r&e zer&s diveqes. 
By a (name for a) random fhncthwewill 
a~ to a which is independent and satisfies 
meana name R for a function from 
vn, k E CL) P [&il) = ill= 2-V 
Note that a random function is a name. However if h is a real random over 4, 
and if we view h as encoding an J(Ic-generic ultrafilter on 9&,, then the canonical 
nameforIrin % will be a random function. Also note that if I? is the canonical 
name for the random map which encodes the canonical generic ultrafrlter on 3, 
then for each a< E the name for its section R,(n) =&a, n) is a random 
function. We will attempt to use random functions to reak types in the same 
manner as we did in the Cohen case. Unlike generic reals, random reals do not 
get very ‘big’; hence they cannot be used to satisfy types which are too high in a 
model. We make these ideas precise in the following manner. 
IffisafunctionandAisaninikiteset,wewillsaythatfisrapidonAiffone 
(and hence both) of the following equal sums converges: 
c 1 -= P a c 11-A If(a)=k)l 2k . awl Asa, 
Otherwise we say that f is slow on A. Note that if f is not Unite-to-one on A, then 
it is slow on A. If % is an npuf, we will say that f is rapid with repect to C, or 
rapid on some set in %. If f is slow on every set in C, we will say 
. We note that rapidity is well-defined over an ultrafilter. That is, 
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if two functions f, g are equal on a set in an ultrafilter a, then f is %-rapid iff g is 
Q&rapid. We also note that we have defined a Dedekind cut in the ultraproduct: 
the rapid functions are closed upward and the slow functions are closed 
downward. Both of these assertions immediately follow from 
Lemma. Let f be a fimction rapid over an npuf % and let g be another j&t&m 
such that 4ec k f s g. Then g is %-rapid. 
Proof. Find a set A in % on which f is rapid. Let A’ be {a E A 1 f(a) sg(a)}. 
_ Then A’ is in a. But clearly the sum of 2-8’“’ taken over all a E A’ is smaller than 
the sum of all the 2’ fluJ taken over all the a EA, which converges. Hence g is 
rapid on A’. 
ExampIes. Observe that every function which is below the top sky on %-ProdN 
is %-slow, since it is not finite-to-one on any set of %. Any function f from the 
top constellation of 41d is C-rapid, since it is one-to-one, and hence rapid, on some 
set A from %. Indeed all the square roots. cube roots, and all nth roots ef an 
element of the top constellation of % are C-rapid since they are polynomial-to- 
one on some set from %. These observations are sufficient to characterize 
Q&rapidity fDr all ultrafrlters % whose top constellation is coinitial in the top sky. 
These ultrafilters are called semi-Q points (as in [14]) or rapid (as in [6]). For the 
purposes of this chapter, we prefer the term semi-Q-point, since we are already 
using the word ‘rapid’ for other purposes. If % is not a semi-Q-point, then we 
may fmd a function g in the top sky such that 2g is below everything in the top 
constellation of QL Such a g will be a slow element of the top sky. This is the 
content of the following lemma. 
Lemma. L& Qt be an npuf and let g be a firaction such that f& all one-to-one 
fund&s fi 411 k2g <fi Then g is %-slow. 
Roof. Fix an A E 9. We will show that g is slow on A. We may assume that g is 
finite-to-one on A, since otherwise the conclusion is trivial. We first establish the 
following 
Claim. There em& an increasing sequence kO < kI < k2 < l l of 
Proof of CIaIm. The claim is proved by contradiction. Assume that for some 
k&“(A), Vk’ 3 kO I{u EA 1 g(a) s k’}( < 2”. Enumerate {g(a) I a EA &g(a) 3 
kO} in an increasing sequence k,C kl C k2 <. . . For every j E o, let Ai = {a E 
A I g(o) = kj)e Let ( a n I n E w) be an enumeration of A such that the elements of 
A0 are enumerated first, followed by the elements of AI, followed by the 
elements of Ai, etc. In other words, if a,, E Ail, ami E Aj2 and j1 < j2, then n1 < n2. 
is possible since ach of the Ai’s is &rite by. our assumption that g is 
fhtite-to-one on A. IMne a function fwith the property that f(aJ = n. (Dehe f 
ditdly off A.) Thenfis one-to-one on A, and so is in the top constellation of 
Let u be an arbitrary element of A, and suppose aeAp Then 
But g(a)=& Thus f(a)<%‘) kr aU UEA. But Ad, and f is 
on A, so this contradicts our assumption on g and establishes the 
nowreturntotheproofoftheIemma.Let &(jEcu) beasequencewith 
thepropeaies claim. Partition A into fmitely many fmite subsets 
Ao, AI, A2, l . ={aEA&_i<g(a)sh) for jai and letting 
= {a EA 1 g(a) ~b}. Let E“ be the union of {Ai 1 is j}. We have that 
we may assume that lEjl= 2kj, since g IMY be major&d by a 
has this property, and wiU give us a lower sum than g. This 
pj-fj-lforj>O, andthat~0]=]_E0]=2& Wehave 
But the last sequence of summands amsists of terms which are M/2. Hence the 
sum diverges, and the proof is complete. 
The definitions of rapid and slow functions are motivated by the following 
lemma: 
I&mm. Let A be a mod&I of ZFC, R ajbnction ranfhm over 
, and f ajbnction in 4. Then P(“{a d If(a) = 
)}isiy$nW’)equah1iffisslbwonAandequalsOiffisrapidonA. 
We use the BC lemmas, noting that the name for {a 1 f(a) = h(a)} is 
idependent. To apply the BC lemmas, we compute 
But P&a)) = for all a E 0. Substituting f (a) for k, we see that our sum 
is C& [2-A’)-’ ] = ic,, [2-flaJ]. But this converges i# f is rapid on A. 
4.5 Llow types 
is an npuf, and 3(x, [id]) is a type, we wiil say that !T is low-consistent 
over * iff for every f&e subfamily of formulas &,, el, . . . , +,, from F we may 
find a function f which is slow on % for which 
e Let be an npuf and consider the type 3(x, [id]) which says “x is 
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between the non-standard and standard part of Q&prod&“‘. Formally, g is the 
type consisting of all the formulas of the form n <x <f([id]), taken for all f 
non-standard with respect to %. Any finite subfamily of this type is satisfied, in 
U%odIN, by the &equivalence class of a constant function. Note that constant 
functions are trivially slow, so this type is low consistent over Q& In the Cohen 
case, we’obtain coinitiality results by realizing this type; we will be able to obtain 
the same results here. 
We now show that the types which are low-consistent are precisely the ones _ 
which we may realize with a random real. 
Low Tgpes Lemmrr. Let 4 be a model of ZFC, h random over JU. ti an npuf in 
A and 5(x, [id]) a type. Then in Jld[h] there exists a 411’ extending % such that in 
Q&prod N, h realizes the type 9 [i.e. V+ E 3, %’ k #([h], [id])] if and only if 9 is 
low-con&tent over Q. 
Roof. We first prove the ‘if part. Assume 3 is low consistent. It sufhces to show 
that the following family has the FIP: 
There is no loss of generality in considering a single set A from % and a single 
formula # from the type, as we assume that 9 is closed under kite conjunction. 
(Note that when we close 9r under finite conjunction, the resulting type will be 
low-consistent iff $ was.) Now since 9 is low-consistent over $1, we may find a 
%-slow function f from the ground model JIG such that {m 1 #(f(m), m)} E %. Let 
A’ be the intersection of A with this set. Now A’ E C, so f is slow on A’. Apply 
the Random Functions Lemma to see that {a E A’ 1 f(a) = h(a)} is infinite, hence 
nonempty. Find an m in this set and observe that m EA and #(h(m), m), so our 
kite subfamily has nonempty intersection. 
To prove the ‘only if’ kxxt, assume that 3 is not low-consistent over Qk Again 
assume $ is closed under finite conjunction. Find a formula # in 3 such that 
there are no slow functions satisfying 0. That is 
if % k#(V], [id]) then f is %-rapid. 
Define a function f# as follows: 
f0 [ 
min{m 1 #(m, n)} if 3n:+(m, n), 
#n = 
n otherwise. 
f# is C-rapid; indeed it is a solution of “#(x, [id]) or x = [id]” in %-Prod JK Note 
that 
a k VX [#(x, [id]) implies x 3 f#]. 
Now for contradiction, suppose an ultrafilter %’ of the required sort existed. 
Then for each Q E S, (ec* b#(h, [id]). Then the implication above would hold in 
We show that this cannot happen for any function f which is 
on whichfis rapid. Where such a W to exist, it would have 
to contain {a EA 1 h(a) >f(a)}. Hence it will su&e to prove that this set is finite. 
is equivalent to showing that A is almost disjoint from {m 1 h(m)Bf(m)}. 
latter will Mow from the Fii BC Lemma if we show that CoEA P(&@ af 
(Q) eon .Observethatkanyk~a, 
is &,,&2+? But the latter sum is 2-‘. Substituting k =f(u), we see that 
thesuminquestionisC,,2 -fia), which converges by the rapidity of $ 0 
The methods of the preceding proof may be used to establish: 
Let , K, 3, H be as before. Let W be m qmf in &[Hl. and let 
, [id]) be a type which is low-consistent over W. Suppose that 3~ 4, for 
sime r<K, and suppose % is an npuf in d& with *~a’. Then 3 is also 
tow-cons~ over a. 
Run& We prove the contrapositive. If S is not low-consistent over C, find as in 
the previous proof a # E 3 and an f E JIcr such that f is rapid over % and 
% Nx [+(x, [id]) implies x 3 f#]. 
Then this statement will also hold in %‘-ProdN. But note that f# will also be 
rapid over QI’, since it is rapid on a set in % which must also be in %‘. But if 
’ k#(,g, [id]), then W kg afi This implies that g is also Q&rapid. Hence 
, [id]) cannot be satiskd over Q!’ by a W-slow function, and so the type 3 is 
not low-oonsistent over W. This contradicts the hypothesis, and the proof is 
complete. 
The converse of the theorem fails. that is, a type may be low-consistent 
but not over an extension 9’ containing %. The reason is that 
ns are not absolute for random extensions. Hence there may be a 
function g in which is in the top sky of %, but with [2$ below the top 
constellation of Q!. Then the type ‘x ag” is low-consistent over 9. However g 
may be in the top constellation of C’, and hence %‘- rapid. In a later se&on, we 
will show that this can actually occur. 
We could define a slightly stronger form of low-consistency, calling a type 3 
absolurely low cons&~ iff each finite subfamily from 3 is satisfiable in a proper 
ial segment submodel of the ultraproduct. That is, 3 is absolutely low 
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- consistent iff every finite conjunction from T may be satisfied by a function below 
the top sky. Since skies are absolute for random extensions, a type T E & will be 
absolutely low consistent over QC iff it is absolutely low consistent over s. We 
will call ultrafilters which realize all of these types low-saturated. This concept is 
defined and analyzed in the following sections. 
4.6. Low statut&n 
Let % be a non-principal ultrafrlter. Let J& be the maximal proper initial 
segment && substructure of %-Prod& 
That is, .9?* consists of everything below the top sky of Q&Prod&‘. This is an 
initial segment union of skies and is therefore a submodel. We will say that % is 
low-sutumted iff $a is a saturated model of FA. We will show that such 
ultrafilters exist in the random real model and have some interesting properties. 
Note that a type Tconsistent over .Pu is low-consistent over 9. This follows since 
the element of J!* realizing a finite conjunction from T will realize that 
conjunction in &Prod JY (& is an elementary substructure), and will be Q&slow, 
since it is below the top sky. Hence to prove that an ultrafilter % is low-saturated 
it will stice to show that every type of cardinality CC which is low-consistent 
over 9 is realized in %-Prod JV. 
Low-Satwation Theorem. .Let A k ZFC + “K is an uncozdn?uble strongly regulc- 
cat-‘. Let ti be an npuf in JU and let 3, H be as above. Then in JU[H] there 
exists an ulk@lter W extending S which is low-saturated. 
Roof. Work in JU[H]. Let (TO&, [id]) 1 0 E K) be an enumeration of all possible 
types of cardinal@ CK. For each o C K, let &,., and ha be as given above. We will 
recursively define, for each u < K, ultrtilters ‘@, and ai01 and an ordinal &J), 
satisfying the following requirements for each 0 C K. 
(1) Qd G q7] G %- 
(2) (&al is an npuf in Jcc,(o,. 
(3) SO is an npuf in JcGr,(o)+l. 
(4) cc@) 2 0: 
(7) If TO is low-consistent over qOI, then TO is realized in the ultraproduct 
‘Q,-prod AC 
We taice p(a) to be the least ordinal j3 satisfying: 
(1) vt C a@ > y(r). 
(2) The sequence (631,I t E a) is in A$- 
(3) % E J&7,= 
44 hi. ci@u 
The existence of such a @ Cg may be established by applying the Random 
Support Lemma. We then let %a] be the union of {s 1 r< a}. We then use the 
Low Types Lemma to 6nd a K in J&,)+~ satisfying requirement (7). We then 
take %c’ to be the union of {K 1 aCar}. (%G’ is then an npuf in Jld[H]. We now 
chedtthat’%I’islow-saturated.Let~beatypeofcardinalitylessthangwhichis 
low-con&tent over ‘.Tben~occursas~~forsomea<#.Then~~~.By 
the lemma given at the end of the previous section, 9 is low-consistent over qO,. 
But then Sis real&d over %,,, and hence over 9. This completes the proof. 0 
Low-saturated ultraglters have some interesting properties which are dkussed 
in a later section. In the next section, we will count how many low-saturated 
uhraElters we have. 
Lemma. LetAbeamo&lofZEC,andktH,~beas 
abom.Let~beannpufinA. Ttrenin~[H]theteate2’~ticrulaafiltersC’ 
extmdiq 9. 
The proof of this lemma id similar to the proof of the Generic Counting Lemma 
of Chapter 3. Of course, here one substitutes the random reals k’s for the Cohen 
reals g,‘s. To prove that the f&milks SP have the FIR, one shows that the 
probabilit;* that any futed ikite subset has empty intersection is 0. The 
computation of this probability uses the mutual independence of the random 
reals. We leave the details to the reader. 
RUM& We combine the counting Lemma and the Low-Saturation Lemma in a 
manner similar to the Cohen case. In the ground model A, fk a bijection # from 
K + K onto K. Thea let &, Hz be maps from K X o into o defined by 
H,(cw, n) = H(#(@), n), &(a, n) = H(#(K + a), n). 
Then A[H] = d[H,][H,], and HI is random over 4, as is Hz random over the 
intermediate model A[H,]. Any npuf % in A[H] may be extended to 2” npufs in 
[HI]. But in JIc[H] 1 , K is still an uncountable, strongly regular cardinal, so each 
of these may be extended to a low-saturated ultraGlter. Cl 
4.81 PMpmk?s of low satur*d dimproductS 
We now examine what properties our low-saturated ultraproducts will have in 
the random real model. Here we will assume that K > cd, so that in the extension 
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Ku < ~4~. That is, we will assume that SD holds in the extension. Indeed 
everything we do in this section may be formalized in ZFC + SD. 
I.&t 9 be a dominating family in % Of cardinaality RD. (In the random real 
model, 9 may be taken to be (?@‘.) Observe that for any ultrafilter Q& and any 
functions fi sf aa g iff VF E 9 Q&F(f) Cg. This says that the concept of 
x-y can be captured by KD=many formulas. Hence the type expressing this has 
cardinality less than c, and hence will be realized in low-consistent ultraproducts. 
This implies that there will be many skies in a low-saturated ultraproduct, a fact 
which is made precise in the following theorem. 
Random Saturation of Spies. Assume ZFC + SD. Let 9 be low-saturated. Let 2 
be the linear or&r obtained by taking, as the elements Q of 9, tk skies of 
QMrod&, and taking esl to be s aa 
carp c. 
T%en 9 is a saturated dense &near order of 
Remark. Here we are considering the standard part to be a sky, this is the 
minimal element in 9. 
Proof. Recall that all low-saturated ultrafilters are non-principal. We therefore 
have a non-standard sky. The top sky and the standard sky are the endpoints of 
9. To see that kl is saturated and has cardinal@ c, it stices to verify the 
following claim. 
Ckim. IfXandYareanysubsetsof9 withl~(XI<c, lslylcc, andx+Y, 
then in 9 there will exist a z with XC9 z Ca Y. 
Roof of claim. Fix X, Y and for each x E X and y E Y choose functions &., gu so 
that If=]* EX and k,,]* E y. Consider the type 9 consisting of the following 
formulas: 
Note that 9 has cardinal@ KD + 1x1 + IYI < c. There is no loss of generality in 
assuming that X contains the standard sky and Y contains the top sky, since both 
X and Y are assumed tobe nonempty. Let 3’ be that part of 9 which refers only 
to .%Q. 3’ is formed by removing from 3 all the formulas that mention the 
element of the top sky. Now we show that 3’ is consistent over rB4(. This will 
suffice since any z realizing 3’ in 3% will also realize 9: since z is in .%*, G(z) 
will be below the top sky of % and hence z will satisfy all the formulas of 3 - 9’. 
To check the consistency of T’, consider finitely many formulas from 3’. 
Without loss of generality we may consider a single F, a single G, finitely many 
f oI . . . , fk, where fi E Xi, and go, . . . , gk, where gi E yi. F and G may be taken to 
be the maximum of the F’s and G’s given. We may assume both are strictly 
increasing. We seek an e E Cue such that % t= F(fi) C e & G(e) C gi for all i g k. We 
then take E =[&. Choose the maximum fi appearing and call it f’. Take 
e = F(f’) + 1. Then e will be greater &an F of the other f’s, since these will be in 
a lower shy than f’. Also G(e) will %e below all the &s, since G(e) will be in the 
same shy as f’, which is below the shies of all the &s. Note that [e], chosen is in 
factin since the&% are not in the top s’ky. Indeed the assumption that Y was 
nonempty’was used to guarantee this. 
Note that the assumption that X is nonempty has been used to guarantee the 
existence of such anf’. This assumption is necessary, since without it the Claim 
would imply that there was no least element in 9. 0 
Note that our low-saturated ultrafilters are very far fkom being selective: they 
have continuum many predecessors in the RK-order. We will see that there are 
many initial segment submodcls of a low-saturated ultrafilter. All of these are 
nearly saturated, and most of them are saturated. We first make ‘nearly- 
saturated’ precise. A type Saver a model d is called a bounded type if it contains 
a formula of the form x <p, for p EA. A model a# is called shortmtumted if
every bounded type 9 with lSl< wi which is consistent over J# is realized in &. 
All proper initial segment submodels of a low-saturated ultraproduct are 
short-saturated. This is the content of the next lemma: 
Let 9 be a Iow-satumted z&mj&r. Let & be a proper &&al segment 
sub& of WPr& .U. Then & is a short-saturated model of SF&. 
Prwrt. Recall that the universe A of such a submodel is a union of shies which 
does not contain the top shy. Let 9 be a bounded type consistent over a& which 
contains the formula n <p, for some element p ~4. Now since & is an 
elementary submodel of 9.., 9F is clearly consistent over &, and is therefore 
realkedbysomet0 Qe Then r<p~A, and A is an initial segent, so MA. 
Hence 5 is real&d in A by r, and the proof is complete. 0 
The following lemma is an easy consequence of the de&i&ions. 
l A short-satumted model d is satutated iff ef (Sp) = IAI. 
of 
jkctions such that f c& 
AssumeZFC+SD.Let~belowsatzuated. Letfigbe 
g. Then there are 2’ initial segmenls of %-Prod N which 
wntain f, do not contain g, and are satutafid mod& of jell arithmetic. 
M. Work in the quotient d! of skies of %-Prod&‘. Since 9 is c-saturated, we 
may apply the Tree Construction of Chapter 2 to find 2’ (c, c)-Dedekind cuts in 9 
which lie between Sky&) and Sky&). Each of these cuts will 
initial segment submodel. To see this, let % be one such ZU;, and let 
r= {[l;lr I Sky,(f)< q). Then 9 l 1s an initial segment and p unl:~ on” &ies, so 9 
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is an initial segment submodel. 
lemmas, $ is saturated. 0 
Clearly cof(,$)= c, so by the previous tW0 
4.9. coinitidity resdts 
We now ask if we can build ultraproducts which have no saturated initial 
segment submodels. In the Cohen model, we saw that there we;e ultrafilters of 
any allowable cofinality and coinitiality. We have already noted that in the 
random real model, the ground model limits what cardinals can be cofinalities of 
ultraproducts. Indeed, if CH holds in 44, then all our ultraproducts will have 
coEnality ol. However, we can build ultrafilters with any allowable coinitialities. 
The proof will be similar to the proof of the Cohen case, once we observe that the 
types we were required to satisfy in that proof were low-consistent and hence can 
be satisfied by a random real. 
Random Coil Theorem. Let .Ac, K, 9, H be as above. Let Q! be any 
uncountabk, regukr cardinal SK in ,Ic[H]. Let % be an npuf in A Then in Jcc[H] 
there are 2K ultra@tem W which includk % and whose non-starukud part has 
coinitiality (Y. 
Lemma. Let A be a modi? of ZFC. Let K be an uncountable, regular cardinal in 
4. Let H, 98 be as above. Let % be a npuf in A. Then in A[H] there exists an 
ulkra@er W containing 94 with coin(%‘) = K. 
The proof of the theorem from the lemma is similar to previous proofs. In -AC, 
fix a bijection 9 from K + Q onto K. Let HI by the map from K X w into o such 
that HI@, n) = H@(a), n), and let Hz be the map from a x m into o such that 
Hz@, n) = H(#(K + CT), n). Then HI is random over Jc&, and H2 is random over 
A[H,]. % has 2K distinct extensions in A[W,]. Now in this model, QT is an 
uncountable regular cardinal, so we may apply the lemma (with the K of the 
lemma being cu) to extend each of these ultrafilters to one of coinitiality LY. 
To prove the lemma, we work in A[H]. As in the proof of the Low Saturation 
Theorem, we recursively define ultrafilters 4yl0, 4&,, and pO satisfying require- 
ments (l)-(5) given in that proof and 
(6) h,(o) is non-standard over q&. 
(7) If f is any function in J&,.,, nonstandard over Q$+ then Q&, bf > hPtO,. 
The definitions of &a) and %a1 are similar to those given in previous proofs. 
To construct 9&, consider the type 3&, [id]) given by 
TO = {n cx <f ([id]) 1 n E o, f E +,, nonstandard over %,I}. 
$a is low-consistent over qU1. Apply the Low Types Lemma to fmd 3. 
Q&, E &ta)+1 such that ‘%a k To(x, [id]). This satisfies requirements (6) and (7). 
We again take %’ to be the union of {%0 1 CI < K}. $c' is an rpuf in A[H], and 
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the (JQ~~ 1UE K) is a sequence, anti-welldrdered by ea., which is coinitial in 
the non&urdard part of ~‘-prod~ This gives us a&(%‘) = K, and the proof is 
the existence in [H] of low saturated ultraproducts. It is 
the best saturation result we can obtain. It is clear that we 
obtain a saturated ultraproduct, since the co&l&y of all ultraproducts 
SC*. However we might hope to obtain short-saturated ultraproducts in 
Xhenexttheoremdashesthishope. 
UFC+GCH+CO~(K)>O. Let 9i! and H be as 
We may apply a standard argument to find a subset YE MK) with 
IyI = (00~ such that V is an extension of some V’ E JIc[H 1 (Y x co)]. This argument 
by Kunen in establishing the non-existence of selective ultra6lters in 
l3]. We briefly sketch the w~ction of Y. 
a name V for V such that 119 is an npufll is lzo. 
From now on, we &cursively define, for each ar < ol, subsets Y= and 
I&,, each of car&al@ SoI, in the following manner. Let Ei,l be the union of 
{Y= 1 t c a}. Consider the intersection V& of ‘Y with A[H I(& x co)]. Let pa be 
the amonical name for V=. Then Pa is supported on a subset X of cardinality 
G (yi,lJ + ol. Let Yi be such an X. Qur cardinal&y estimates follow by an easy 
induction. We then let Y be the union of {Y* 1 CWC ml}. Clearly ]YI S ol. If P is 
the canonical name for the union of {Pa 1 (Y C toI}, then P is supported on Y 
and%sthecauo name for the intersection of V with A[L? f (Y X a)]. 
let H’=HI(Yxo). Let dt’=A[H’] and let H”=H-H’. Then 
‘][H”j and A[H’] CH. We may then apply the following lemma, 
of the lemma to be our A’ and taking the 9 of the lemma to be V. 
rurdifKiSanyot~in~~~Hisany~-r~mmop~~mKXointoo, then 
for any npuf 9’ in d[H] which includes % the following will hold in JU[H]: 
e The theorem implies that fo and g, determine a Dedekind cut in 
Jv, since the ground model reals are included among the reals Fin &[H] 
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Proof. We will work in & and define the sequences& and g,. To guarantee (*), 
it is sufEcient o find for each name fi E A” an ar < ol, and an A, E % such that 
]l{u E A, If&z) < &u) <&(a)} is finite I]= la. By the 6rst BC Lemma, this will 
follows if we obtain the convergence of: 
( 1 ** 
Now for each name #, let dF be the map from o x o into the interval [0, 1] on 
the Euclidean line, given by &((I, k) = P(&) =k). Observe that & EA. We 
call this map the distribution of F. Formally, a map from d from o x co into [0, l] 
will be called a distribution if for each n E o the sum of {d(n, k) 1 k E co}, is ~1. 
Note that the number of distributions is cd= ol. Let 9 = {j& 1 Q! < ml} be an 
enumeration, e JIG, of all the distribution. Note that in (**), F occurs only in the 
expression P(F(u) = k). But this is simply dF. Therefore at the cvth stage of the 
construction, we will pick for g,, A, to satisfy (**) with P(&) = k) replaced by 
d&z, kj. Since, for each name #, its distribution dF will appear as da for some 
cue al, this will insure that (*) is satisfied. 
Finally we need an induction hypothesis on our sequences fa and g,. We must 
guarantee that the differences g, -fa! afe sufkiently large. Otherwise the cut 
determined by these sequences could be translated ownward in the ultraproduct 
to a cut in the ultraproduct which can be filled by a random real. Our induction 
hypothesis will require that g,-&= are in some class Z of large functions. 
Formally, we will call a class of functions R Q&u&quute if 
(l)fE%x%~g>f implies g&K 
(2) V’E% 3gGR sothat Qkg*<fi 
(3) Vf E X 3g E R with g in the top constellation of % and % kg <fi 
(4) V,SrZ, with(SI~w, 3gM?suchthatVfES Q&g<fi 
Observe that condition (4) requires that % be nonempty. 
Claim. FQ~ any npuf C, there exists a C-udequute class Z’. 
Proof of ~IUM (using Claim). Let 9 = {da 1 QI c ml} E 4 be an enumeration of 
the set of all distributions in A. Let % be a given npuf in A, ad let SC be a 
%-adequate class. We will recursively define, for each cy < ol, functions f&, ftal, 
g,, g[,] and a set A, so that the following requirements are satisfied for each 
(9 2l 2 d,(u, k) converges. 
=A& f,W=~~a,(~) 
By the preGous remarks, this wili sufke. We will assume for induction 
-(4) hold for all /3 < cy. To construct&~, gral, first fiod e E X 
e i- 2 Gg, -&. Such an e exists by clauses (4), (2) and (1), of 
-adequate, applied in that order, and by induction hypothe& 
(3). Now consider the type s(x) given by 
By the choke of e, this countable type is consistent over (ec, hence realized in 
&) so that lllealizRstbistype,andtakegI,)tobefi,,+e. 
that these definitiona requirements (2) and (4). 
clause (2) of *-adequacy twice and then using clause (3), find w E X 
in the top constelMon of 9 such that % kfi*l+ w46gle,. Let A, be a 
which w is one-to-one and such that Vu E A, :&l<a) + We <gIal(a). 
We will define j&(u) and g&z) at each point u E A,; they may be defined 
arbimir#yhrrr~A,. 
LRt a be IUS element of A,. Let j = w(a)? Define Xi =&&t) + i(w(a)) for all 
0~ 1 e j. Note Xi+1 -Xi = w(a) and xi dg&z). Also observe that 
So for at least one i Cj, 
c d&a, k)&. 
*=kcxi+1 3 
one such & and set &(a) “Xi, &(a) =Xi+l- Note that this detition 
&uses (1) and (3), since on A, E t, frpl Gfa Cg, s g[,J and g, -f41= 
Also observe that 
But this in@& that the sum in requirement (5) is bounded by Catia [~,(a)-~]. 
But w, is one-to-one on A,, so this sum is bounded by CnEcunW3 which 
converges. Hence requirement (5) is satisfied, and the construction is complete. 
. FI= any function F which is in the top constellation of %-Prod JY 
not a perfect square in U-Rod JK Such a function surely exists, since 
if F is any non-standard fwction, both F and F - 1 are in the same constellation, 
and they cannot be both perfect squares. Let B be a set in % on which F is 
one-to-one and such that W e Bf(6) is not a perfect square. Since F is 
non-standard over a, we may assume that F(a) 3 2 for each natural number a. 
For each n E o, let E,, be the function given by E, = F@? Note that EO is F, 
E n+l = (En)*, and for each n E o E, is one-to-one on B. Also note that if m > n 
andCisannpuf,then%kE,>E,. 
the E,‘s defined as above, take Z to be (f :Vn E o % k El? cf ). Note that 
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Xis also equal to ff:Vtz~~W&~f}. We check that X has the required 
properties. Property (1) is immediate, and property (4) follows from ol- 
saturation. To verify property (2), let f E Byp. Defme g by g(a) = max{m 1m*< 
f(a)}. Then % bg*<f and for each n E a~ {a If(a) > E,+I(a)} G {a 1 g(a) 2 
E,(a)}, SO % kg a E,. Hence g E X. 
To verify that X satisfies property (3), let f E X. For each II 32, define 
n(a) =max(m 1 E,,,(a) <f(aj}. Note that this maximum always exists by the 
assumption that F(o) 22 for each (I E a~ Then define g(a) = En(oI(a). By 
definition g(a) = E,&a) <f(a). Also note that for each m E CD, {a If(a) > 
Em(a)} E {a I g(a) 3 E,,,(a)} so that % kg B E,. Hence g E Z&’ and Q! Csg <fi All 
that remains to verify is that g is in the top constellation of %-Prod&, We will 
now show that g is one-to-one on B. 
Let a, b E B with g(a) = g(b). We show that this iInplies a = 6. Note that 
En&a) = E,,&). Now if n(a) = n(b), we will have that a = b, dnce each En is 
one-to-one on B. We show that the case n(a) #n(b) cannot occur. If n(a) # 
n(b), we may assume that n(b) = n(a) + k for some positive k: E 0. 
Then g(a) = F(a)*’ = g(b) = F(b)*““? But this implies that F(a) = F(b)*‘. 
Hence F(a) is a perfect square, which contradicts the assumption that F is not a 
perfect square on any point in B. This completes the verification of clause (4), 
and with it, the proof as a whole. 
4.11. Collapsing constellations 
Throughout his section, let % be an npuf in 4, QC and npuf in JIC[H] with 
% s a', and f E JU. Now we have previously indicated that skies are absolute for 
random real extensions. Thus if f is not in the top sky of %-Prod JV, we cannot 
place it into the top sky, and hence not into the top constellation of a’-Prod JV, 
for any %’ containing %. Thus we cannot collapse arbitrary non-standard 
constellations as we could with Cohen forcing. However, this does not preclude 
our collapsing a top-sky constellation. In this section we will show that this can 
happen. Specifically, for any reasonable f in 4, we will show that there xists an 
npuf % in Jcc such that f is not in its top constellation, and a %’ E JU which 
includes % such that f is in the top constellation of %‘-Prod JK Moreover, we will 
show that f can be very far below the top constellation of %-Prod K That is, 
given any function F E A, we will find in A functions f and an npuf % so that 
F(f) is below the top constellation of %, but f is in the top constellation of %‘. If 
we take F to be the function F(n) = 2”, this will give us a function f which is 
%-slow and %‘-rapid. Also the type x af is low-consistent over %, but not over 
%‘. 
What functions f are reasonable for this program? First, we need that f is in the 
top sky of %, so we will consider only finite-to-one functions J However, f cannot 
be one-to-one, since then it would be in the top constellation of every 
ultraproduct. Moreover f cannot be k-to-one, for any k E ci). Otherwise we could 
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part&ion Q) into k subsets so that fis one-to-one on each of them. Since any npuf 
must contain one of these, f would be one-to-one on a set in QL Hence a 
rwsomble f must be fmite-to-one but not k-to-one for 
aMctioncE&[~suchthat (ec’bcv)=id. atis,wewantctobe 
E a, 1 c(f(4)) = II} meets every set in (%L infinitely often. We will 
anametforcind? Wewilldefine6and~sothatforallAE~,the 
truth value of “There are Mnitely many (I E A with ECf(u)] = u” is &. To achieve 
this, we will use the second BC lemma; hence we want c to be an in&endent 
name. Also we want ]]Z(fi) Ef”(ir)]] = ls for each n Ef”(cu). We therefore take t 
tosatisQ,forthosenintherangeoff, 
Let 8 be any independent name satisfy& these requirements. Observe that at 
this stage we are using the necessary assumption that Lf”(n)l fmite for all n. Now 
foreachsetAEd, andeachn~a~, deEned:by 
f (n)=k 
We want to ensure that for each A E % 113~ E A: &f(u)) = oil= lg). By the second 
BClemma,thiswilloocurifweguaranteethatfor~hAEC, thesumof 
{&I~E@} diverges. Hence we must ensure that no A for which this sum 
converges is in 9. To achieve this, we put the complements of such sets into a. 
In other words, we want 9 to contain the family sI defined by 
Note that S3 is closed under finite intersections. This follows easily from the 
observationthatifAistheunionofBandC,~~ad,8+d,C. 
Now let F be a given function in 4, which should be thought of as increasing 
very quickly. We want F(f) to be below the top constellation of C, so we want % 
to contain the family 9$ given by 
s = {{n 1 F(f(n)) 6 y(n)} 1 g k-to-one for some k E o} 
Note that s is closed under finite intersection, since if go and g, are ko-to-one 
and k,-to-one functions, then their pointwise minimum is (k. + k&to-one. Of 
course, we need that F(f) itself is not k-to-one for some k E o. In fact we shall 
assume that f and F satisfy the condition: 
Vk E o 3n E w If-‘(n)! > kF(r& j. ( ) * 
Let~~ZFC.LetK,4I1andHbeasbefore. Letf, 
in J# satisjjGg (*). Then there exist an npuf % in 
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A and an npuf 9’ EA[H] containing 9 such that F(f) is below the top 
constektion of %-Prod JY and f is in the top constektion of W-Prod 8. 
Remarks. If f is any finite-to-one function that is not k-to-one for any k E Q) we 
may want to have f not in the top constellation of some %, and still collapsible 
without beiig concerned with placing f below the top constellation. The proof of 
the theorem applies to this situation as well. Thus for any reasonable fi there is 
an npuf 9 in 4 with f not in the top constellation, but with f still ‘collapsible’ in 
the random real extension. This is stated below as a corollary. 
Also observe that for any given function F, one can always find an f to satisfy 
(*). Simply partition 0 into infinitely many disjoint pieces &, &, . . . , with 
l&l = nF(n). Then define f so that f(k) = n i@ n E Bk. If we take F to be the 
function F(n) = 2”, then we obtain a function f which is %-slow, but is *‘-rapid, 
as promised during the previous discussion of low types. 
Note that (*) is equivalent to the condition: For all k E o there exist infinitely 
many n E tu such that Lf”(n)l> kF(n). We wiU use this condition in the following 
proof. 
hf. By the preceding remarks, it will sufke to show that the family sI + s2 
has the FIP, for $I and s defined as above. Consider a typical finite subset from 
*I + 3’$. Since both of these families are closed under finite intersection, we may 
consider a single B from Sl and a single k-to-one function g, for some k E o. Fix 
such a B, g and a k such that l{n 1 g(n) = m}l~kforallmE~. WeseekanaEB 
such that F(‘f(a)) s g(a). 
Let B,={bEBIf(b)=n}. By the definition of df we see that !B,,l= 
dt Lp”(nji. Now let A = o - B, MS that the sum of {df 1 n E co} converges. Hence 
the limit of d$ as n approaches infmity, is 0. Clearly df = 1 - d$, so df tends to 
1 as n tends to i&&y. 
Let G(n) = (d-‘(n)l/[F(n)]. By (*), {G(n) 1 n E o} is unbounded. Then for 
some n, dt Lf”(n)l >kF(n). To see this, note that for infinitely many n, 
G(n) > 2k. Also for all but finitely many n, df > (4). For some n both of these 
conditions are met, and this n works. Hence lB,J > kF(n). But then Ig”aS,l> 
F(n), since g cannot map more than k distinct points onto the same point. But 
then there must be a y E g”Bm with g(y) 2 F(n). For such a y, find b E B,, E B with 
g(b) = y. Then f(b) = n so FV(b)] = F(n) > y. But y = g(b), so we have b E B 
w&h F[f(b)] >g(b), and the proof is complete. Cl 
corollary (of proof). Let A, K, a, H be as before. Let f be any finite-to-one 
jknction satisfying 
Vk E 0 32 E 0 If-l(n)1 > k. ( j ** 
Then there exist an npuf % E A, an npuf W E Jcc[H] which &&uies % such that f 
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there will be no 9’ in JU[H] contain@ % with f in the top cons&&ion of 
w-prod N. 
Rendc. It follows from this that f will not be in the top constellation of 
QM?rodJT, since if it were, it would be in the top constellation of every 
*‘-Prod JV for any QP extending %. 
. . 
V to l%wf. For any functionfi we will call a subset E of of-thick iff 
Vk E CO 3n E w [{e E E 1 f(e) = n}l > k. Note that (**) holds for f iff o is f-thick. 
Also observe that if A is almost a subset of B and A is f -thick, then so is B. Also 
observe that f is not in the top constellation over % iff every set in 4# is f -thick. In 
our construction, we will ensure that the sets Em are f-thick. Indeed we will need 
this as an induction hypothesis in order to carry out the recursion. Note that finite 
sets are never f-thick, so this will also ensure that our ultrafilter is non-principal. 
Before proceeding to the construction, we establish some preliminary lemmas: 
Lemma 1. Let f be a jiuwtion satis&ing (*), and let 9 be a cowttable f&y of sets 
such that all jinite intersections from 9 are f-thick. Then there exists an f-thick 
subset F of o so that F is abnost inch&d in each E porn 9. 
Proof of Lemma 1. If Sp is finite, we may take F to be the intersection of 9. If Sp 
is empty, we take this intersection to be o, which is f-thick by assumption. We 
may therefore assume 9 is infinite. 
Enumerate 9’ as an o-sequence, so that 9 = {Em 1 n E o}. For each k in o, let 
G” be the intersection of {E,, 1 n s k}. Each Gk is f-thick. We will define a 
sequence of natural numbers no c It1 < n2 < l l l so that ({a E GR 1 f(a) = nR}I a k. 
We will then let 4 be {aEAlf(a)= ilk) and take F to be the union of 
{Fk I k E w). Such an F will clearly be f-thick, since {a E F ! f (a) = nk} is Fk, 
which has cardinal@ at least k. Also observe that F - Ek is included in F - G,, 
which in turn is included in the union of cf-‘(ni) 1 j < k}. This is a ftnite union of 
finite sets, and is therefore finite. Thus F will be an f -thick subset almost included 
in each E,, provided we can choose the nk’s with the desired property. 
We now describe the choice of nA. Since Gk is f-thick, there are infinitely many 
n for which [{a E Gk 1 f(u) = n}l a k. Take nk to be any such n chosen so that 
nk > max{ni I j < k} and the proof of the lemma is complete. El 
Re Using Martin’s Axiom; we can strengthen the lemma to apply to all 
subfar&es 9 of cardinal@ less than the continuum. Of course, under CH thiz 
follows immediately from the previous lemma. Indeed this result is the only place 
where CH is needed in the proof of the theorem. Hence the theorem will also 
apply to ground models Jdc which satisfy MA. 
Lemma 2. Let f E “0, let F be f-thick and let A E o. Then at least one of the 
intersections of F with A and with o -A is f-thick. 
Otherwisewemaybdk&lsothat I{aEF(f(a)=n&aEA}Isk,,and 
({a~FIf(~)=nbo~A}IbR~. But then {a~F~f(a)=n}~~k~+k~, which 
axlt&icts tkf4hickn~ of F. 
3. LcoF~carf~mbsctof~,mrd~dbeadisftiburion.~drerre 
suhWDofFsuchkttksumof {d(f(a),a)~a~D} converges. 
The convergence of this sum and the &st BC Lemma guarantee that if 
d is the distmiiw of 6, then {a ED 1 &h(a)) =a} is, with truth value la, 
finite. D is the set we will add to our uhrafilter to ensure that den& cannot be 
We construct a sequence of natural numbers &CnI<n2+- and a 
of~~~~Db,~,.*.,~that,~rallkEcu, 
(1) 4E{aEF/f(a)=nkls 
(2) IDi4 a RI 
(3) IL4 d(nk, a) s 2-L. 
We then take D to be the union, taken over all k E cu, of the & Note that 
f”(o) = {nk 1 k E a} and {6f ED 1 f(a) = nk} = Dk. hm this and properties (1) 
and (2) it fblbws that D is SII~ f-thick subset of F. Property (3) will give us the 
convergence, since 
c d(f(a), a) = 2 c d(nk, a) s c 2” 6 2 
4XD kmm ae& Aem 
We now describe tie choice of nA, and &. siice F is f-thick, there are infinitely 
tt for ch I(s E F If(a) = n))l a k2k. bt nk be one such I; chosen above 
themaknumof (n&<k}. bt&={aEPIf(a)=&}. ~tm=2%ndpartition 
D’ into m sets, F@, F’ , . . - , P”, each of cardinality at least k. Observe that 
Hence, for at !east one i Cm, the sum of {d(nk, a) I o E p} is CzVk. Take Dk to 
any such Pi and the proof is complete. 0 
a finite-to-one f EA such that o is f-thick. Let 
enumeration, in A, of all the distributions. Let 
(A, I (YE ml) be an enumeration, in AX, of @@I). Working in A, we will 
recu&vely deiine, for each ar< o 1, subsets Ea of 0 so that the following 
requirements are met: 
(1) E. isf-thick. 
(2) E, is almost included ii~ E=, Vr < a. 
Either A, s E. or o - A, s E,. 
Cae~m&(f(~), a) sonverg=. 
n 
l’hen we take Q4 to be (B13ar<cuI:E,~B). Since E,,o!<cul is an almost 
decreasing sequence of i&rite sets, % has the FIP and contains no fmite sets. 
Requirement (3) guarantees that ti is maximal with respect to these properties, 
so that % is an npuf. Finally requirement (4) guarantees that f cannot be placed 
into the top constellation of %‘-Prod M for any %’ E &[Hl, for any &random H. 
Thus Q satisfies the requirements of the theorem. 
To construct E=, assume for induction hypotheses that requirements (1) and 
(2) are satisfied for Es for every r C ml. Let be {E, 1 t< a}. Note that any 
&rite intersection from & ahnost includes some El, t< cy. Hence all finite 
intersections from se are f-thick. Use Lemma 1 to find an f-thiclt F which is 
ahnost included in each of them. By Lemma 2, either the intersection of Fwith A 
or the intersection of F with o -A is f-thick,. Rick one of these that is f-thick, 
and use Lemma 3 to find anf-thick Em included in it which satisfies requirement 
(4). Then Elol will also sati@ requirements (l)-(3), and the proof is 
complete. 0 
4.13. Gaps 
In Chapter 3, we observed that if we add a single Cohen real to a model of set 
theory, then in the extension there is an npuf % so that each %-equivalence class 
of functions has a representative from the ground model. This result fails with 
random real forcing. Instead we have that there are very large intervals in every 
non-principal ultraproduct which contain no ground model reals. SpeciEcally we 
have 
Random Gap Theorem. Let JIcbZFC and let h be a jiuaction rando.va over JIG. 
Then for each fimction G E d[h] there exisrs an f E d[h] so that for ewery jbnctbn 
F E d {n 1 f(n) < F(n) <f(n) + G(n)} is fircite. 
Remark. The theorem implies that in every non-principal ultraproduct the 
interval from f to f + G contains tie ground model reals. The length of this 
interval is G, and the theorem indicates that this can be made arbitrarily large. 
Proof. We work in A and define a name f for fi We may assume that G E JU and 
G(n) > 1 for all n E o. Then we shall use the first BC Lemma to show that for 
each fixed F in YCG, {n 1 j(n) C P(n) <f(n) + e(n)} is, with truth value 1, almost 
disjoint from o. Observe that this is equivalent to showing that {n 1 F(n) - 
G(n) <f(n) C F(n)} is almost disjoint from o. By the First BC Lemma, it will 
suffice if we show that the sum of {P[&n) - G(n) <f(n) d(n)] 1 n E w} 
converges. We define p so as to ensure the convergence of this sum for all ground 
model functions F. Let (k,, I n E w ) be my sequence of natural numbers wit& the 
property that the sum of {(&J-l 1 n E a} converges. (For example, k, = 2’” or 
k,, = n* will work). We define f(n) to be some number chosen ‘at random’ below 
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G(n), with all numbers equally likely. Formally, define f so that 
if j C W(n), 
otherwise. 
3Ben h each fixed n E a, P[&n) - C(n) <f(n) s F(n)] is equal to the sum of 
(P@(a) =,3 1 F(n) - G(R j <I %$(.u)]. But there are fewer than G(n) ofthese 
of which is equal to the czonstant value [k&#-l. The total sum is 
therefore less than C(n)[&G@)]” which is l/h. Hence the sum, taken over all 
II E m, of P(#(&) - G(sZ) <f(fi) c &fi)) is bo&ed by the sum of ((k,)-l 1 n E (u) 
which converges. The result then follows from the Fii BC Lemma. 
ThefunctionfE~~~~~~inthisproofmaybeeasilydescribed 
in terms of a random element of the interval [0, l] on the Euclidean line. Let I be 
an element random over AL Then I avoids every Bore1 set of measure 0 
is rational over The function f given above may be written as 
where int is the greatest integer function. The assertion that {n If(m) < F(8) C 
f(n)+ G(n)} is fkite for each F is equivalent to the assertion that t is not in 
{S E [0, l] I3n’ Vm >n’ IF(n) - G(m)1 <s&G(n) c F(n)}. It is easy to see that 
this set, for any 6xed ground model F, is a Bore1 set rational over JU which has 
measure 0. Indeed the computation of the measure of this set is essentially the 
same argument that established the First BC Lemma. 
4.14. M&g forcing eixtensbns 
So far, we have primarily discus& random-real forcing in which the ground 
model satisks GCH. We obtain other results when we consider ground models 
which are themselves forcing extensions. For example, suppose we start with a 
of ZFC + CCH and add o3 Cohen reals to 4, to form a new model A’. 
Now suppose we add (us random reals to 4. What kinds of ultraf3ters will exist in 
the result@ model? 
First obseme that 01~ is still strongly regular in A’; hence in the final model 
there will be low-saturated ultra6lters. Also by the Random Coinitiality 
Theorem, which made no assumption on the ground model, we see that 
al, 02, 03, w4, o5 will all be coinitialities of some ultrafilters. The coinitiality 
and cofktality of any sky must be 2~~. Indeed if we start with any npuf % in A’, 
and we extend it an ultrafilter %’ in the final model, the c&nality and coinitiality 
of the top sky of %-Prod .N must be the same as that of the top sky of Q&Prod K 
But ’ is-a Cohen extension, so we ?ave ultrafilters whose top sky has cofinality 
and coinitiality equal to any of the 9 pairs chosen from ‘{wI, 02, 03}. Any of 
these ultrdilters may be extended to either a low-saturated ultrafilter, or to one 
whose coinitiality is oi for 0 <j s 5. (Note that there are 9 possibilities for the 
(co& coin) of the top sky of low saturated ultratiters, and all of these are 
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obtained). Note that in the discussion above o3 may be replaced by any cardinal 
K’ of uncountable cofinality, and K may be replaced by any regular cardinal K. 
Thus we have 
Rmdom/&MI’iC h!&CilQ ~eOI’elL h?t J# k=c + GckI + 0 cCOf(K’) s K’ <K. 
Let G be an A-generic map from K’ X QD into o, and let H be a A[G)-t&m map 
Po I ,m IC x tt3 into n;. kke.5, k &r(=1M the set L-&L--r; 
{(coin(W, cof(W, =WW4[ialN I q an npufl 
is equal to the set of ttiplks of uncoun&bk, tegukt catdinak fkom K+ X K’+ X K’+. 
Moreover, for each possible ttipk and for any npuf % E A, thete exist 2’ distinct 
uktaj&#~ (ec’ which extend % and realize that ttiple. Also, if K is teguku in A, 
then thete will also exist 2’ low-satutated ultta$ltets extending any npuf % jkom A 
and having the co- and coMiality of their top sky equal to any pair of 
uncountabk, tegukat cat&u& SK’. 
Remark. A[G][H] MD so that the low-saturated ultrafilters have the properties 
dkussed earlier in the chapter. 
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